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Sammanfattning 
Järnvägssystemet måste vara säkert, pålitligt och effektivt för att möta den växande efterfrågan på hållbara 
transportmetoder. Ett av de största problemen som den svenska järnvägsindustrin står inför idag är att ökad 
trafikbelastning ökar behovet av underhåll, samtidigt som det minskar tillgängligheten för att utföra 
underhållsaktiviteter. 
 
Obemannade flygfordon, även kallade drönare, har under de senaste åren tillämpats mer frekvent i 
kommersiella syften för att bland annat uppnå ökad effektivitet och produktivitet. Aktörer inom 
järnvägsindustrin har nyligen börjat utforska och testa möjligheterna att använda drönare. 
 
Syftet med detta examensarbete var att undersöka och definiera potentiella tillämpningar av drönare med 
syfte att skapa värde för drift- och underhållsarbete inom järnvägen. Denna rapport är avsedd för 
intressenter inom järnvägsindustrin att få bättre förståelse för kapaciteten och begränsningar av 
drönarteknik samt ge rekommendationer till drönartillverkare för att bättre förstå järnvägsindustrin och 
potentiella användningsområden. 
 
Teoretisk undersökning och kvalitativa användarstudier med drönarexperter och relevanta intressenter 
inom järnvägsindustrin genomfördes för att få insikt i järnvägsindustrin samt för att identifiera 
problemområden. 
 
Studien visade att underhållsverksamheten i stor utsträckning utförs antingen manuellt genom att gå längs 
spåren vilket är ineffektivt, fysiskt krävande och farligt eller genom att använda test/mätfordon som kräver 
tillgång till spår. 
 
Arbetet resulterade i 15 potentiella tillämpningar av drönare i järnvägsindustrin samt förslag på 
gemensamma drönarlösningar baserade på funktionella krav. 
 
Slutsatsen drogs att tillämpningen av drönare i järnvägsindustrin främst kan skapa värde genom att; på 
distans utföra underhållsaktiviteter och inspektioner, få tillgång till infrastrukturen utan behov av spår eller 
vägar. Detta resulterar i förbättrade arbetsförhållanden samt ökad effektivitet och kvalitet på 
underhållsarbetet. 
 
Nyckelord: UAV, UAS, Drönare, Järnväg, Underhåll, Infrastruktur, Drift, Fjärrinspektion, Autonom, 
Rotor, Fixed-wing. 
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Abstract 
The railway infrastructure needs to be safe, reliable and efficient in order to meet the growing demand of 
sustainable transportation methods. One of the main problems the railway industry faces today is that a 
higher traffic load increases the need for maintenance, at the same time as it reduces the availability of gaps 
in the timetables to perform maintenance activities.  
 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAVs, have in recent years been adopted commercially due to their potential 
of increasing work efficiency and productivity. Different actors in the railway industry have recently started 
to explore and test the possibilities of implementing UAVs. 
 
The objective of this master thesis was to investigate and define use case scenarios where the use of UAVs 
would create value for railway infrastructure operations and maintenance activities. It is meant for both 
stakeholders in the railway industry to gain better understanding of capabilities and limitations of UAV 
technology but also provide recommendations to UAV manufacturers to understand the railway industry 
and potential UAV applications.  
 
Theoretical research and qualitative user studies with UAV professionals and relevant stakeholders within 
the railway industry were conducted in order to gain insight in the railway industry and to identify potential 
use case scenarios.  
 
The research showed that maintenance activities to a large extent are performed either manually by walking 
along the tracks which is inefficient, physically demanding and dangerous or by using test/measurement 
vehicles which require track occupancy. 
 
It was concluded that the use of UAVs would mainly create value by; enabling remote inspection and 
operation, accessing the infrastructure without track occupancy or the need of roads. At the same time, 
improve the working conditions, efficiency and quality of maintenance activities.  

The thesis resulted in 15 potential use case scenarios for UAVs in the railway industry and proposals for 
common UAV solutions based on functional requirements. 
 
Keywords: UAV, UAS, Drone, Railway, Maintenance, Infrastructure, Operations, Remote inspection, 
Research, Autonomous, Rotor, Fixed-wing.  
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Abbreviations 
ATP - Automatic Train Protection 

ATC - Automatic Train Control 
BTM - Balise Transmission Module 
BVLOS - Beyond Visual Line of Sight 
ERTMS - European Railway Traffic Management System 
ETCS - European Train Control System 
GPS - Global Positioning System 
GSD - Ground Sample Distance 
ITS - Intelligent Transport Systems 

LiDAR - Light Detection and Ranging 
Li-Po - Lithium polymer 
NDVI - Normalized Differential Vegetation Index 
PTE - Programming and Test Equipment 
RTK - Real-Time Kinematic 
UAS - Unmanned Aerial System 

UAV - Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
VLOS - Visual Line of Sight 
VTOL - Vertical Take-off and Landing 
 

Translations  
Trafikverket - Swedish Transport Administration 
Transportstyrelsen - Swedish Transport Agency 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been used in military applications for a long time 
but the technology has in recent years been adopted commercially due to their potential of 
increasing work efficiency and improving productivity (Joshi, 2017). For industrial UAV 
applications, the infrastructure sector is the most promising in terms of potential market 
value, estimated to 45.2 billion USD (Mazur and Wiśniewski, 2016). 
In order to both promote and enable for more people to travel with sustainable methods of 
transportation, the railway infrastructure needs to be safe, reliable and efficient. The industry 
is therefore in need of developing the infrastructure, maintenance activities and operations in 
order to meet the growing demands. Both local and global initiatives have been undertaken 
that both directly and indirectly support the development and improvement of railway 
infrastructure.  
The thesis was conducted in cooperation with Bombardier Transportation, acting as an 
industrial supervisor and sponsor. The company has joined as an industrial partner in the 
four-year UAV-testbed project Drone Center Sweden in Västervik, initiated by Vinnova and 
Swedish Research Institute (RISE). The testbed creates a safe infrastructure for UAV 
research and testing for both public and private companies. The long-term purpose is to 
enable better understanding of UAV technology that might lead to future advantageous 
changes in regulations for industrial UAV applications (Drone Center Sweden, 2017). 

1.1 Objective 

The thesis studies the potential of using UAVs for railway infrastructure operations and 
maintenance activities. The objective was to define use case scenarios with the potential of 
creating value to railway stakeholders by investigating the capabilities and limitations of 
UAV technology and identifying problems within the railway industry. 

The objective was translated into the research question: How can the use of UAVs create 
value within the railway industry? 

1.2 Purpose 

The thesis is meant to serve as an initial phase in the exploration of possible UAV 
applications in order to understand the needs and solve problems the railway industry faces 
today. It is meant for both stakeholders in the railway industry to get a better understanding 
of capabilities and limitations of UAV technology and at the same time provide 
recommendations to UAV manufacturers to understand the railway industry and potential 
UAV applications.  

1.3 Delimitations 

The time-frame for the thesis project was 20 weeks of full-time work per student. 
Delimitations were defined in order to fulfil the purpose and objective due to the limited 
time-frame and the broad scope of the project. The thesis work was therefore conducted 
according to the following delimitations: 

● The research was geographically limited to the railway industry in Sweden. 
● The research was focused on the railway (main line) rather than metro, tram etc. 

(mass transit).  
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● The research did not involve train operators (SJ, Green Cargo etc.). 
● UAV regulations have been taken into consideration but did not limit the ideas of 

potential UAV solutions that were generated.   
● Activities after service life (decommissioning) have not been considered.  

1.4 Methodology 

A human-centered approach was used in order to identify customer needs and problem areas. 
The project refers to users/customers as the people planning and performing the current 
railway infrastructure related operations and maintenance activities. The project will also 
follow the definition of customer value stated in the Value Model (Bengtzelius, 2017) with 
the purpose of creating or improving customer value by either improving the satisfaction of 
customer needs (problems, results, feelings) and/or reducing the use of customer resources 
(time, money, effort).  

The initial theoretical research consisted of literature studies, web searches, and unstructured 
interviews with experts within the two areas of research; the railway industry and unmanned 
aerial vehicles. A market analysis of current UAV applications and possible functionalities 
was conducted using mind mapping. (Milton and Rodgers, 2013) 

Further theoretical research and semi-structured interviews with two UAV experts was 
conducted to gather insights regarding technology advantages and challenges.  

Further theoretical research and a qualitative user study with relevant railway stakeholders 
was conducted on a total of 18 participants. The user study consisted of unstructured and 
semi-structured interviews, a group interview (focus group) and two site visits to perform 
contextual interviews and observations (Milton and Rodgers, 2013). An online survey was 
also created where an additional 10 participants took part. The gathered data was analysed 
using clustering and mind mapping methods (Transformator Design, 2017a). 

The method used for defining the potential areas of UAV applications was to define the 
current situation followed by the use case, where the use of UAVs would create value in each 
scenario by translating the customer needs and problem areas into functional requirements.  
The use case scenarios were analysed and evaluated using perceptual mapping, in terms of 
degree of novelty, relative each other and current applications (Milton and Rodgers, 2013, 
pp.80-81). The use case scenarios were then evaluated according to 11 different criterias in a 
decision matrix (Ullman, 2010).  
The four use case scenarios with the highest score from the evaluation, considered as the 
most promising in terms of value creation, were presented more in detail. Each use case 
scenario was illustrated using storyboards (Transformator Design, 2017b). Possible technical 
solutions, possibilities and technical challenges were discussed based on the stated functional 
requirements. 

Use cases scenarios with similar functional requirements were grouped by creating and 
analysing a functional requirements matrix. Each group was defined with a common UAV 
platform and modularised payloads.  
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2. THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY 

 
This chapter act as the first part of the theoretical frame of reference and describes the 
railway industry in terms of; subsystems and components of the railway infrastructure, 
maintenance strategies, stakeholders’ responsibilities and global initiatives that have been 
undertaken.  

2.1 Railway infrastructure 

The railway system consists of different functional subsystems e.g. rolling stock, the track, 
the power supply and the signalling system (Morant, Westerberg and Larsson-Kråik, 2014). 

Rolling stock 
Rolling stock is divided into two different categories; passenger trains and cargo trains (Al-
Douri, Tretten and Karim, 2016). In some countries these are separated, driving on different 
tracks, since cargo trains often have lower speed restrictions due to their weight. In Sweden, 
both passenger trains and cargo trains drive on the same tracks.  

The track 
The Swedish railway system consists of 14700 km railway track (Honauer and Ödeen, 2018; 
Danielsson, 2016). The track is divided into two parts; the superstructure and the substructure 
where the superstructure consists of rails (jointed or continuous welded), sleepers (wood or 
concrete), rail fastenings connecting the rails to the sleepers and the track bed (concrete or 
ballast), see Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1. The superstructure seen from above (Illustration by authors). 

The substructure consists of sub-ballast and the subgrade (Tzanakakis, 2013), seen in Figure 
2 below.  

 
Figure 2. Cross sectional illustration of the track including superstructure and substructure. (Illustration by 

authors). 
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Power supply 
About 80 % of the railways in Sweden are electrified (Trafikverket, 2016a). There are two 
main type of systems for electrifying the railway; overhead power line system and third rail. 
The most common system for main line railways is powering rolling stock by an overhead 
power line system whilst in mass transit, e.g. the metro, it is more common to use a third rail.  

 
Figure 3. Main components of the railway power line system (Illustration by authors). 

The main components in overhead power line system are illustrated in Figure 3. The main 
conductive component is the contact wire, attached to light steady arms, with the purpose of 
providing electricity to the train through a pantograph on the roof of the locomotive. (Nåvik, 
Rönnquist and Stichel, 2016). Most trains are driven by 15 000 Volts, 1-phase with the 
frequency 16 2/3 Hz (Banverket, 2006). 

Signalling system 
The signalling system has the purpose of enabling safe travel of rolling stock by controlling 
and surveilling the railway network. The signalling system consists of subsystems and 
different components along the railway, called wayside objects. There are two main ATP 
systems in Sweden, ATC2 and ERTMS/ETCS.  

The main task of the ATP is to send information of movement authority and speed limit to 
the rolling stock and to initiate automatic braking if restrictions are not followed. Each 
country has developed its own national ATP whilst the ERTMS/ETCS system is a 
standardised ATP system meant for deployment throughout Europe, aimed at facilitating 
cross-border traffic and inter-operability (between components originating from various 
signalling suppliers such as Bombardier, Siemens, Alstom, Ansaldo etc.). There are three 
different levels of ERTMS, level 1-3, where the higher level, the more intelligent the system 
is and the less infrastructure is needed (ERTMS, 2014).  
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Wayside objects 
Some essential wayside objects in the Swedish railway system are illustrated in Figure 4 
below. 

 
Figure 4. Wayside objects along the railway (Illustration by authors). 

The tracks are divided into sections of different length (200-2000 m) called blocks. Along 
these blocks there are track circuits with the purpose of detecting the presence of trains within 
the blocks.  

Light signals are wayside objects that visually provide the train driver information to stop or 
proceed before entering a track section. The different signal combinations are called 
signalling rules where regional differences occur.  
Signs provide fixed location based information to the train driver e.g. speed restrictions, 
tunnels etc.  
Level Crossings coordinate people and/or vehicles when crossing the railroad. There are two 
categories of level crossings; guarded and unguarded, with different types within each 
category.  

Information is mainly transferred to the rolling stock using either GSM-R or balises. Balises 
are passive objects located between the rails, often in groups of at least two. The balises are 
tele-powered by passing trains and send telegrams to the on-board system of rolling stock e.g.  
ID, location, gradient, max speed etc. There are two types of balises; fixed balises (always 
transmits the same information) and controlled balises (dynamic information).  
Switches enables rolling stock to travel from one track to another. The main components of 
switches are stock rails, switchblades and a point machine. There are 15 037 switches in the 
Swedish railway system (Honauer and Ödeen, 2018; Danielsson, 2016). 

2.2 Maintenance strategies 

Maintenance is, according to the European standard EN 13306:2017, defined as “all actions 
taken in order to retain or restore an item to a state which it can perform the intended function 
during its life cycle.” (CEN 2017). There are two main types of maintenance; reactive and 
preventive, see Figure 5 below.  
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Figure 5. Maintenance types according to European Standard EN 13306:2001 (Illustration by authors). 

Reactive maintenance includes maintenance activities performed after fault detection and are 
either performed without delay (i.e. immediate maintenance) or are delayed according to set 
maintenance rules (i.e. deferred maintenance) (Crespo Márquez et al., 2009). 

Preventive maintenance is defined as maintenance activities performed at predetermined 
intervals based on time, usage (i.e. predetermined maintenance) or based on performance, 
prediction and/or parameter monitoring (i.e. condition based maintenance) (Ibid.).  
Trafikverket has the goal to enable for more preventive maintenance in order to ensure 
robustness in the railway system.  Reducing the amount of reactive maintenance would in 
return reduce the amount of traffic disruptions which is very costly for the society (Honauer 
and Ödeen, 2018). 

2.2 Stakeholders 

This section explains the different types of stakeholders within the railway industry in 
Sweden and their responsibilities. Some examples of these stakeholders are positioned in 
relation to the infrastructure life cycle in Figure 6 below. 

 
Figure 6. Different phases and activities performed on the infrastructure in combination with the corresponding 

stakeholders (Illustration by authors). 
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Infrastructure owners 
Trafikverket is responsible for the transportation system in Sweden. The Swedish railways 
are mostly owned by the government where Trafikverket is responsible for building, 
operating and maintaining the railway system. The railway infrastructure system is strictly 
regulated where each component, process and activity needs to be performed according to 
regulatory and support documents provided by Trafikverket. 

Suppliers 
Suppliers are contracted by Trafikverket for building, testing and deployment of different 
components/systems in the railway infrastructure e.g. Bombardier Transportation, Alstom, 
Siemens etc. When the construction and commissioning of a given track area is finished, the 
infrastructure is handed over to Trafikverket to maintain. Trafikverket retains the overall 
responsibility during constructions (Trafikverket, 2013). During the warranty period, the 
responsibility lies on the supplier for any faults related to the commissioned track area. 

Maintenance contractors 
Trafikverket announce contracts through procurement for preventive and reactive 
maintenance called “baskontrakt”. Maintenance contractors are e.g. Infranord, Strukton Rail 
and VR Track. The market shares of maintenance contracts in 2014 can be seen in Figure 7 
below (Eriksson, 2015).  

 
Figure 7. Pie chart illustrating market shares of maintenance contracts in Sweden 2014. 

The contracts cover a five-year period for a specific geographic area where Sweden is 
currently divided into 35 different areas (Danielsson, 2016). Several different inspections are 
performed in order to define the quality state of the infrastructure and plan the required 
maintenance activities: 

● Manual safety inspections are performed to detect faults that could cause safety 
hazards or cause short-term malfunctions. 

● Manual maintenance inspections are made to identify the need for preventive 
maintenance long term. 

● Machine measurements of track and overhead power lines provide data for both 
maintenance and security inspection (using machines or vehicles that gather large 
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amount of infrastructure data at high speed). Machine inspections are contracted 
nationally and are not a part of the maintenance contracts. 

● Delivery monitoring ensures that contractors have done as stated in their contracts and 
is performed by an external consultant on behalf of Trafikverket (Eriksson, 2015). 

The Swedish government announced in 2017 that Trafikverket should perform the delivery 
monitoring and manual maintenance inspection whilst the machine measurements and the 
manual security inspection should still remain contracted to other vendors and consultants 
(Trafikverket, 2016b).  

Other contracts 
Reinvestments are larger maintenance projects with a purpose of maintaining or restoring the 
function of the railway infrastructure e.g. when a part of the infrastructure is at, or approaches 
its end of life (Honauer and Ödeen, 2017).  
Trafikverket announce separate contracts for when the infrastructure is in need of smaller 
maintenance activities that are not included in the basic maintenance contracts and are too 
small to be classified as a reinvestment.  

Investments are new construction projects e.g. building a new track or station. Both 
reinvestments and investments are long-term projects that involve a projection phase for 
planning the construction. The projection could either be included in the contract with the 
supplier or contracted separately.  

2.3 Initiatives 

The European Union established the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (S2R JU) in 2014 as a 
partnership with both private and public actors within the railway sector (European 
Commission, 2014). The joint venture has the purpose of promoting and enabling 
interoperability, improve efficiency, reliability, safety and sustainability of the European 
railway industry where Bombardier Transportation and Trafikverket are among the founding 
members of the initiative (Shift2Rail, 2016).  
Destination rail is a project funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation program. The objective of the project is to enable safer, reliable and efficient rail 
infrastructure by providing solutions for problems EU infrastructure managers face today 
(Destination Rail, 2015).  
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3. UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES 

 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are remotely controlled or autonomous 
aircraft/helicopters without a pilot on board. The usage of UAVs started in the military, 
where primitive designs were used already during the World War II (Dalamagkidis, 2014).  
The global UAV market has grown rapidly in recent years (Gartner, 2017). The market could 
be divided into three main sectors; consumer, commercial and military. For an estimated 
distribution of market shares see Figure 8 below.  

 
Figure 8. Pie chart illustrating the estimated global UAV market for 2016-2020 by Goldman Sachs. 

The commercial sector is expected to have the fastest growth opportunity despite its small 
market share (Goldman Sachs, 2016).  
The UAV platform type, size and weight, power source and level of autonomy are parameters 
commonly used for categorising UAVs (Vergouw et al., 2016). This chapter discusses some 
of these parameters in order to map out the capabilities of UAVs and act as the second part of 
the theoretical frame of reference.  

3.1 UAV platforms 

A UAV platform includes the design of the aerial framework, the type of propulsion system 
and its configuration. Three common UAV platforms are; rotor-UAVs, fixed-wings and 
hybrids, seen in Figure 9 below.  

 
Figure 9. Illustration of the three main UAV platforms rotor-UAV, fixed-wing and hybrid  

(Illustration by authors). 
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Rotor-UAVs 
UAVs where the lifting force is generated vertically by one or more rotors are in this report 
defined as rotor-UAVs. Depending on the number of rotors, the UAVs are denoted as heli-, 
tri-, quad-, hex- or octocopters; i.e. UAVs with one, three, four, six and eight rotors 
respectively. The UAV flight characteristics in terms of e.g. manoeuvrability, endurance and 
payload capacity are affected by the number of rotors and the platform size (Chapman, 2016). 
Two UAVs with different size, rotor configurations and endurance properties are shown in 
Figure 10 below. 

 
Figure 10. The DJI Phantom 4 Pro (DJI, 2016a) and the Apid One from CybAero (CybAero, 2016). Note, the 

size of the UAVs is approximated relative each other. 

The single-rotor Apid One from CybAero measures 3,2 meters and weighs 210 kg. The 
internal combustion engine provides flight times of up to 5 h (CybAero, 2016). A popular 
multi-rotor on the consumer market, the DJI Phantom 4 Pro, weighs 1,3 kg. The battery 
limits the flight time to approximately 30 min (DJI, 2016b). 
The design and architecture of rotor-UAV platforms varies slightly between different models 
and rotor configurations. However, some components are essential for most rotor-UAVs. The 
frame is the load-bearing structure on which all components and subsystems are mounted. 
The lifting force is generated by the rotating propellers that are powered by the motors 
(Flammini, Pragliola and Smarra, 2016). A UAV needs some advanced electronics in order to 
be flown in a controlled manner e.g. the electronic speed control, flight control board, 
inertial navigation system (Daponte et al., 2015).  The UAV mainly creates value by its 
ability to carry a payload, which can be stabilised during flight by a gimbal.  
The general advantages and disadvantages with multi-rotor UAVs are shown in Table 1 
below. 

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages with multi-rotor UAVs (Chapman, 2016). 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Ability to hover and VTOL 
Ease of use 
Accessibility 
Can operate in a confined area 

Short endurance 
Low payload capacity 
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There are some slight differences in terms of e.g. ease of manoeuvring and endurance 
between multi-rotors and single-rotors. The general advantages and disadvantages of single-
rotor UAVs are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages with single-rotor UAVs (Chapman, 2016). 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Hovering and VTOL 
Long endurance (with fuel) 
Heavier payload capacity 

Safety 
More difficult to manoeuvre 
Expensive 

 

Due to the need of only one but much larger propeller for single-rotors, they pose higher risk 
towards people near the rotating propeller than the ones used in multi-rotors (Chapman, 
2016).  

Fixed-wings 
The platform designs of fixed-wing UAVs are similar to ordinary airplanes. The aerodynamic 
principle follows Bernoulli's Law of the differences in air pressure between the upper and 
lower side of the air foil, resulting in a more energy efficient flight than rotor-UAVs since the 
propulsion system does not have to lift the total mass of the UAV vertically (Chapman, 
2016).  

Fixed-wings cover a wide range of sizes, from commercial hand-launched models to military 
vehicles with a size of a regular small airplane, see Figure 11 below.   

 
Figure 11. The commercial fixed-wing Parrot Disco (left) (Parrot, 2018) and the military MQ-9A Reaper (Royal 

Air Force, 2018). Note, the images in the figure are not scaled relative each other. 

The commercial fixed-wing Parrot Disco has a wingspan of 1,15 meters and could easily be 
hand-launched. It has a rotor-based propulsion system powered by a battery which gives it a 
flight-time of approximately 45 minutes (Parrot, 2016a). At the other side of the fixed-wing 
spectra, there are military UAVs such as the MQ-9A Reaper which has a wingspan of over 21 
meters. The fuel-based motor can power the UAV for up to 20 hours (Royal Air Force, n.d.). 

Unlike rotor-UAVs are fixed-wings not able to VTOL which make them in need of take-off 
assistance. This could be performed either manually by giving the UAV initial speed by a 
throwing motion, using a take-off ramp or by starting in a similar way as an ordinary airplane 
from a runway. Landing a fixed-wing could also be performed in different manners e.g. by 
landing on a runway or by manually catching the UAV in a large net in order to protect it 
from damage.  

The fixed-wing UAVs have differences in characteristics compared to the rotor-UAVs. The 
advantages and disadvantages of fixed-wings are presented in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages with fixed-wing UAVs (Chapman, 2016). 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Long endurance 
Large area coverage 
High flight speed 

No hovering or VTOL 
Take-off and landing might require space & 
equipment 
More difficult to fly 
Expensive 

 

Hybrids 
The third category of UAVs use the characteristics of a rotor-UAV to VTOL and the linear 
flight characteristics of a fixed-wing. The overall platform design is similar to a fixed-wing, 
with their large stationary wings. The wings work as the main aerial platform during the 
majority of the flight, thus increases the energy efficiency.  
The propulsion system design varies between different hybrids. Some models have rotors that 
are tiltable in 90 degrees, which enable the use of the same motors for both vertical and 
horizontal flight. An example of that is the UAV in Figure 12 below.  

  
Figure 12. The hybrid UAV model Kestrel from Autel Robotics with tiltable rotors (Autel Robotics, 2017). 

Hybrid UAVs normally have three different modes during a flight; fixed-wing mode, 
transition mode and helicopter mode (Tielin et al., 2017). Other types of hybrid platforms 
have separate propulsion systems for vertical and horizontal flight respectively with 
stationary motor configurations for each system.  
The general advantages and disadvantages with hybrid UAVs are presented in Table 4 below.  

Table 4. General advantages and disadvantages with hybrid UAVs (Chapman, 2016). 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Ability to VTOL 
Long endurance flights 

Not optimised for either hovering or linear 
flight 

 
The ability to VTOL results in less demand of start/landing space, an aspect that increases the 
usability of the UAV in areas with limited start/landing due to e.g. the surrounding 
environment.  
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3.2 Flight control  

There are various ways of flying UAVs remotely, both in terms of the required hardware and 
software. Parameters important to consider are e.g. signal reach, ease of use and portability. 
Following are a few examples of different types of UAV remote controllers.      

Flight controllers 
Handheld remote controllers, or RC-transmitters, are designed with different interface 
configurations both in terms of hardware and software. However, some features are universal 
for all handheld controllers for manually piloted UAVs e.g. the two analogue joysticks that 
controls the yaw, pitch, roll and throttle of the UAV (UAV Coach, 2018). Two examples of 
remote controllers with different configurations of analogue and digital interfaces can be seen 
in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13. Analog remote controller for the Veho Muvi (Veho, 2016) and the DJI Phantom 4 controller with a 

digital screen (DJI, 2016c). 

Flights BVLOS are enabled by real-time transmitted visual footage (Corrigan, 2018). The 
video footage could be provided to digital screens connected to the controller or to VR-
goggles. Controllers without a digital screen such as the Veho Muvi in Figure 13 are 
therefore better suited for flights within VLOS.  

More advanced flights BVLOS often require high performance of e.g. the provided video 
input from the UAV and the signal reach. Ground control stations generally enable more 
powerful flight control but are generally less portable compared to handheld remote 
controllers. A portable ground control station from UAV-factory designed as a case with 
laptop compatibility and an integrated touchscreen can be seen in Figure 14 below. 

 
Figure 14. Ground control station from UAV-factory (UAV Factory, 2016). 
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Flight assistance 
Complementary software enables flight assistance features like pre-programmed flight routes 
and autonomous object tracking. These types of automated flights often require sensors 
integrated in the platform that enable the UAV to avoid obstacles autonomously and thus 
ensures safe flight.  

Communication link 
The wireless communication between the operator and the UAV are based on radio 
frequencies, commonly 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz (Post- och telestyrelsen, 2018). In Sweden, 
these two frequencies do not need specific permissions if they are used within a limited 
output power level, thus affecting the signal reach. The CE-restrictions limits the range and 
frequency spectrum in Europe and the FCC in the US. 

3.3 Payloads 

UAVs have the ability to carry various types of payloads e.g. optical sensors or mechanical 
tools. The use of payloads for specific UAV applications is often limited to factors such as 
the payload capacity of the UAV platform.  

Cameras 
UAVs are often equipped with high-resolution digital cameras for image and video capturing. 
UAV compatible cameras on the market today are used from e.g. private or commercial 
photography to industrial surveying and inspection. Video and image quality are affected by 
the camera resolution, focus, aperture and shutter speed (Sadraey, 2017, p.157). Two 
examples of UAV compatible cameras with different sensor sizes can be seen in Figure 15. 

   
Figure 15. The DJI Phantom 4 Pro camera (DJI, 2016d) and a Canon 5D Mark III (DJI, 2014b), both with DJI 

gimbals for stabilization. Note, the size of the cameras is approximated relative each other. 

The two cameras have strengths in different aspects depending on the purpose of usage. The 
DJI camera captures video footage with a higher resolution, bit rate and a more powerful 
video codec which results in a footage of higher quality than the Canon camera (DJI, 2016b). 
For UAV inspections and surveying, a measurement called ground sample distance (GSD), 
cm/pixel, affects the accuracy of the inspection/surveying data. The Canon camera captures 
images with a lower GSD than the DJI camera, meaning that the captured surveying data will 
have a higher accuracy than the DJI camera from the same altitude (Propeller Aero, 2017). 
However, the larger size and weight of the Canon camera requires a higher payload capacity 
of the UAV platform compared to the DJI.  
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Thermal cameras 
Thermal cameras are able to capture wavelengths within the infrared spectra in order to be 
visualised within the human visible spectra. They can be used for e.g. detecting objects, 
inspecting buildings during firefighting rescue operations, see Figure 16 below (FLIR, 
2016a).  

 
Figure 16. Thermal camera images helping firefighters (left) and finding missing people (right) (FLIR, 2016b, 

2016c). 

There are UAV compatible thermal cameras that are designed to be small and lightweight. 
An example is the Flir Duo Pro R, see Figure 17.    

 
Figure 17. The thermal camera Flir Duo Pro R with both a thermal and RGB sensor (FLIR, 2017b). 

The camera measures 87 mm (width) and weighs 325 g. It has two sensors, one for thermal 
imaging (640 x 512 pixels) and one for regular RGB imaging (4K) (FLIR, 2017b). 

Multispectral and hyperspectral cameras 
Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors capture reflected light with specific wavelengths both 
within and outside the human visible spectrum. Multispectral sensors normally capture 
between three to ten bands of wavelengths while hyperspectral sensors capture approximately 
between hundreds and thousands of much narrower spectral bands than multispectral sensors. 
This makes the hyperspectral data much more detailed than multispectral, thus enabling e.g. a 
more detailed visual material profiling of the captured images. However, the larger amount of 
data usually puts higher demands on processing software compared to multispectral data 
which could be challenging to perform in real-time (Adão et al., 2017).  

A UAV compatible multispectral camera is the Parrot Sequoia+ which has the ability to 
capture both multispectral data from a sensor with four separate spectral bands and one 
regular RGB-sensor. The configuration of the spectral bands within these particular 
wavelengths (red, green, red edge and near infrared) are optimised specifically for agriculture 
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applications where the multispectral data could be used for analysing plants by how much 
light they absorb and reflect, see Figure 18 (Parrot, 2016c). 

 
Figure 18. The Parrot Sequoia+ and a crop field captured in NDVI (Parrot, 2016b; Sentera, 2017). 

The Sequoia+ measures 59 mm and weighs 0,072 kg which enable compatibility with various 
types of UAV platforms and is available from 3 500 USD (Parrot, 2016c).  

Hyperspectral sensors have lately been developed to become more UAV compatible by 
weight and size reduction. Commercial hyperspectral sensors compatible with UAVs ranges 
from weights between 0,272 - 5,7 kg with different amounts of spectral bands, resolution and 
spectral range in terms of wavelength (Adão et al., 2017).  

LiDAR 
LiDAR sensors are able to capture accurate point cloud data of environments and objects in 
order to be visualised in 3D, see Figure 19.  

 
Figure 19. A LiDAR-scan visualization of an urban environment with buildings and vegetation (Spar 3D, 2018). 

Software are necessary to analyse the captured point cloud data by e.g. filtering out 
distortions or to colour the points by height, as seen in Figure 19 (RIEGL, 2017). The point 
density of airborne LiDAR data is dependent on the UAV flight speed and altitude, meaning 
that low-altitude flights at low speed generates higher point density than high-altitude flights 
at high speed (Lemmens, 2017).    
The growing demand for both ground-based and airborne LiDAR has led to an increased 
UAV compatibility of LiDAR sensors by reducing their size and price (Higgins, 2018). A 
UAV compatible sensor is the Velodyne VLP-16 Puck Lite, see Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. The commercial LiDAR-sensor Velodyne VLP-16 Puck (Velodyne, 2016a). 

The sensor weighs 0,590 kg and performs measurements from a distance up to 100 meters 
(Velodyne, 2016b). It has the ability to capture multiple returns of one emitted laser pulse, 
resulting in more accurate representations of e.g. vegetation structures than single-return 
LiDAR sensors.  

Mechanical payloads  
UAVs also have the potential of carrying payloads that are of operational character in order 
to perform tasks that require interaction or physical contact with objects. The payload could 
be an object delivered by the UAV which requires a mechanical interface to keep it attached 
to the UAV during flight. Two examples of mechanical payloads mounted on UAV platforms 
can be seen in Figure 21 below. 

 
Figure 21. The Prodrone PD6B-AW-ARM with robotic arms and the DJI Agras MG-1S with a tank for fluids 

and nozzles for spraying (PRODRONE, 2016; Viper Drones, 2017).  

3.4 Power sources 

The UAV propulsion system can be powered in different ways depending on e.g. platform 
type and size. Some of the most commonly used methods are presented below.  

Batteries  
Rechargeable lithium-based batteries, e.g. Li-Po and Li-ion, have a high energy density and 
are therefore used in most commercial UAVs (DRONEII, 2017). Recently, Li-metal batteries 
have started to emerge on the market which are twice as energy-dense as Li-ion batteries, 
meaning that they provide the same amount of energy with half the size of a Li-ion battery. 
These properties have the potential to increase the flight time and the payload capacity of 
UAVs (Solid Energy systems, 2017). 
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Fuel  
Fuel driven UAVs are often larger in size than battery driven. As mentioned in section 3.1 
UAV platforms, the single rotor Apid One and the military fixed wing MQ-9A Reaper are 
both using air fuel which gives them long endurance. Commonly used fuels are petrol and 
kerosene. 

Solar 
UAV batteries can be recharged during flight by using solar cells. Existing solutions are used 
primarily in long endurance fixed wing UAVs where thin solar cells are placed on top of the 
wings. 

External power source 
UAVs can be connected to a ground-based power source through a wire (tethered) for 
continuous charging while flying. Tethered solutions give the UAV long endurance but low 
mobility.  

Alternative powering methods 
Studies have been conducted about using a hybrid electric power source combining batteries, 
fuel cells and solar cells in order to increase the UAV endurance (Lee et al., 2014). Using 
complementary powering infrastructure have been studied due to the low flight time and long 
charging time of batteries. One proposed solution, with potential of being applied on railway 
infrastructure, uses electrified poles on which a system of cables carries a mobile electric 
platform for docking the UAV when charging (Saracin, Dragos and Chirila, 2017).  

3.5 Level of autonomy  

UAVs can be divided into four levels of autonomy based on their ability to perform missions 
in an autonomous manner (Vergouw et al., 2016), see Figure 22 below. 

 
Figure 22. The four defined levels of autonomy of UAVs (Illustration by authors). 

Each level is defined as: 
1. Human operated: piloting and mission related decisions are taken and performed by 

the operator. 
2. Human delegated: the operator delegates what actions the UAV should take and when 

but are assisted by e.g. autopilot. 
3. Human supervised: the operator supervises the system to secure its function rather 

than making operational decisions.  
4. Fully autonomous: the UAV takes all decisions without human involvement.  

A higher level of autonomy potentially reduces the workload of the operator but requires a 
higher technical complexity due to the need of advanced features as obstacle avoidance, fault 
monitoring, intelligent flight planning and reconfiguration (Sadraey, 2017, p.80). Most 
consumer and commercial UAVs today are classified under level 1 or 2. 
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3.6 The UAV market 

A state of the art of current UAV applications was conducted in order to understand the 
existing market and how UAVs are currently being deployed. The study covered both current 
UAV applications in the railway industry as well as in other industries. 

UAV functions 
A UAV platform with a payload enables the UAV to perform a specific task. A map of the 
possible functions a UAV can perform was made based on existing solutions on the market 
and from an analysis of potential functions by the authors based on their knowledge of UAV 
technology, see Figure 23.   

 
Figure 23. Map of possible functions of a UAV equipped with some type of payload (Illustration by authors). 

The four main functional categories were defined as: 
● Operational: tasks when UAVs interact with other objects, either physically or 

digitally.  
● Surveillance: tasks where UAVs in general monitors larger areas or detects specific 

objects such as people or animals.  
● Visual inspection: operates with higher level of detail when inspecting the 

functionality, presence or the health of objects.  
● Mapping: functions including documentation of objects and environments in either 

two or three dimensions.     

UAVs in the railway industry 
Network rail in the UK use UAVs to survey the railway for maintenance purposes or after an 
incident. The UAVs are used for close-up inspections on structures that are difficult to reach 
e.g. building roofs, bridges, overhead wires etc. (Network Rail, 2017a; Tute, 2018), see 
Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. A UAV operator from Network Rail in action (left) and a thermal image of switch heaters by ProRail 

(right) (Network Rail, 2017b; All Info, 2016). 

ProRail in Netherlands use UAVs equipped with infrared cameras to check that heating 
systems on switches work properly in order to prevent them from freezing, avoid traffic delay 
and congestion (ProRail, 2013; Upton 2014).  
Deutsche Bahn in Germany uses twelve different type of multicopters with different 
capacities and are equipped with cameras for videos, high-resolution images or infrared 
images. The multicopters are used for taking detailed pictures of terrain, vegetation control, 
night flight surveillance, surveillance of constructions and detecting graffiti sprayers around 
depots (Deutsche Bahn, 2017). The complete market study can be found in Appendix A: 
UAV Market maps.  

UAVs in other industries 
The AGRAS MG-1S from DJI is designed for use in agriculture to spray pesticide and 
herbicide on crops. It can carry up to 10 kg of fluid and cover 10 acres (4 hectares) of land in 
one flight (DJI, 2017). The UAV performs an operational task since it interacts with objects 
(the crops), see Figure 25.  

 
Figure 25. UAVs fo distributing pesticides and inspecting Airbus airplanes (Fertech, 2017; IQ by Intel, 2017).  

Airbus visually inspect airplanes in their assembly line with UAVs to detect scratches, dents 
painting defects, see Figure 25. (Intel, 2017; Kaplan, 2017). The complete market study can 
be found in Appendix A: UAV Market maps. 

Analysis of the UAV market 
Potential patterns and market gaps were identified by positioning current UAV applications 
in the railway industry and other industries in the function map presented in Figure 23, see 
Appendix A: UAV Market maps.  
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It was shown that UAVs with operational functions seems to be a relatively undiscovered 
area within the railway industry. Most of the current UAV applications were categorised 
under the other three functional areas. The majority of the current UAV applications involve 
the deployment of already existing UAV solutions, not specifically adapted to railway 
applications. 
Compared to the identified UAV applications in the railway industry, the development of 
UAVs with operational functions are more common in other industries. Another insight from 
the analysis was that the majority of the current UAV applications in other industries have 
come further in customising the platforms for different applications rather than using already 
existing UAV solutions.  
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4. UAV RESEARCH & USER STUDY 

 
The initial research phase was aimed to gain deeper knowledge and understanding of the 
UAV capabilities and potential challenges with implementation of UAV technology. The 
study focused on getting insights of UAV technology from both a user’s perspective and a 
more holistic view by conducting two semi-structured interviews with UAV experts.  

4.1 Interviews with UAV experts 

The interviews were conducted with two Sweco employees with different professional UAV 
related experience.  
The first interview was conducted by phone with a UAV pilot and surveyor with 8 years of 
experience of mapping and surveying missions. The purpose was to gain insights about both 
flying UAVs in general, but also more specifically in industrial applications, see Appendix B: 
Interview guides.  
The second interview was conducted with an analyst at Sweco working with Intelligent 
Transport Systems (ITS) and research experience of UAV applications, see Appendix B: 
Interview guides. His knowledge and experience within the field of UAVs was about the 
social life around the technology. Areas covered in his previous research was about what 
visions there are for the emerging UAV technology and what should be considered when 
formulating strategies for UAV implementation in societies1.  

The gathered information was summarised in a separate document see Appendix C: User 
study findings. 

4.2 UAV technology advantages  

The interviews and the theoretical research generated insights about the general advantages of 
UAVs. The general advantages of UAVs are summarised in Figure 26 below and further 
explained in the following sections. 

 
Figure 26. General advantages with UAV technology. 

Overview (Bird’s eye view) 
UAVs have the potential to gain an overview of large areas by their ability to remotely fly in 
a controlled manner together with their ability to capture visual data with cameras. UAVs can 
today be used e.g. to overlook the working process at construction sites (SenceFly, 2018) and 
mapping of cemeteries2. 

                                                
1 Carlos Viktorsson, Analyst ITS, Sweco. Interview 2018-04-20, Stockholm. 
2 Johan Larsson, UAV-pilot & Surveyor, Sweco. Phone interview 2018-04-13. 
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Mobility, flexibility and reach 
UAVs can quickly go from point A to B since they are independent of ground-based 
infrastructure such as roads and railways. The aerial platform and their relatively small size 
gives users the opportunity to remotely reach areas that earlier may have been inaccessible by 
ground-based methods of transportation or manned aerial vehicles (helicopters or airplanes).       

Cost effectiveness 
Implementation of UAV technology has the potential of reducing cost compared to 
alternative or traditional tools. A UAV in itself can replace the function of e.g. a stationary 
installed piece of infrastructure3. They can also replace costly traditional methods such as 
helicopter flights and make inspections more time efficient than manual inspections. An 
example is the Airbus Inspection UAV in aircraft manufacturing, mentioned in section 3.6 
The UAV market, which reduces the inspection time and increases the inspection quality 
compared to manual inspections (Airliner Watch, 2018). 

Safety 
The need of people to perform risky tasks at heights or in other dangerous environments is 
reduced by mounting payloads on a UAV platform in order to remotely capture data, e.g. 
images or video. An example is to perform bridge inspections where the UAV eliminates the 
need for a human to inspect at dangerous heights4.  

4.3 UAV technology challenges 

The challenges when implementing UAVs in new fields and applications are both regulatory 
and of a more humanistic character. The insights are based on input from the interviews 
primarily, but also from theoretical research findings. A summary can be seen in Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27. General challenges with UAV technology.  

Laws and regulations 
Restricted areas have been introduced for UAV flights since UAVs might pose risks to their 
surroundings. Transportstyrelsen requires special permits for UAV flights based e.g. on 
weight, flight altitude, if the flights are within VLOS or BVLOS or if the UAV flies above 
people, animals or property that do not belong to the flight itself. Areas near airports are an 
example where the airspace is particularly sensitive and the use of UAVs is limited for both 
private individuals and professional users. It may be strictly prohibited or special permits 
might be required to fly UAVs in densely populated areas or e.g. nuclear power plants, 
prisons, nature reserves, military areas (Transportstyrelsen, 2018).  

                                                
3 Carlos Viktorsson, Analyst ITS, Sweco. Interview 2018-04-20, Stockholm. 
4 Ibid. 
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Experiences from the professional UAV pilot interviewed indicated that it is rarely the 
piloting of the UAV that is the most difficult when using UAVs. A more common issue is 
that pilots do not understand the laws and regulations of UAV flights5.  

Fear and scepticism towards the technology 
Some uncertainty about the reliability of UAV technology and the accompanying risks can 
potentially impede the implementation of UAVs in industrial applications. One contributing 
reason, according to the interviewed experts in the field, seems to be that the many people 
associate UAVs only with the most common commercial and consumer UAV platform, the 
quadcopter6. In fact, as presented in chapter 3 UAVs, there are a variety of UAV types with 
different sizes, shapes and flight characteristics. 
An interesting aspect mentioned by the interviewed analyst was that people might believe 
that new technology will replace their roles since the technology might more time efficient 
and cost effective. 

Relative comparison with alternative solutions   
The capabilities of the technology should be compared to alternative solutions when 
investigating the possibilities of using UAVs in specific scenarios. A UAV can be more time 
efficient in terms of data collection compared to a human, but less efficient compared to a 
high-speed train. However, the UAV might give more accurate data than both the train and 
the human.    
It is also important to consider the wide range of UAV platforms and their different 
capabilities when comparing UAVs to alternative solutions. A UAV can have both shorter 
and longer endurance and range compared with a helicopter, depending on what type of UAV 
platform is considered.  Advantageous or unfavourable characteristics cannot therefore be 
attributed to a UAV in itself, but must be put in a context where it can be compared with 
alternative methods and technologies.  

4.4 Performing missions with UAVs 

It was shown from the UAV research that the amount of UAV involvement in a mission and 
the level of autonomy is important to consider when designing an unmanned aerial system 
(UAS). The term “UAV mission” will in this report be referred to as the activities performed 
by the UAV itself, including both the flight and operational activities. The value created by 
the UAV is called the technology’s stand-alone value and can be either a part of the total 
value creation or the total value itself (Schilling, 2016, p.77). 

The UAV mission should be considered as a part of a system, the overall mission, in order to 
create value for the end user. The UAV can either perform just a minor part of the overall 
mission or it can perform all required activities. Three general examples with different 
degrees of UAV involvement in the overall mission are illustrated in Figure 28. 

                                                
5 Johan Larsson, UAV-pilot & Surveyor, Sweco. Phone interview 2018-04-13. 
6 Carlos Viktorsson, Analyst ITS, Sweco. Interview 2018-04-20, Stockholm. 
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Figure 28. General scenarios where the UAV performs different amounts of the overall mission  

(Illustration by authors). 

Each example has been put in a context of an existing UAV application with an estimation of 
the UAV involvement in relation to the overall mission: 
● Overall mission (1): plan the construction of a new road infrastructure. The UAV 

performs only a limited part of all activities that are required to complete the overall 
mission by documenting the data for 3D-representations. Other required activities, 
e.g. data processing and analysis, are performed either manually or by some degree of 
automation. Thus, the technology stand-alone value represents only a smaller part of 
the total value created. 

● Overall mission (2): find missing people during an avalanche rescue operation. The 
UAV performs the majority of the required activities in the overall mission by 
transmitting live video footage to the rescue operators. Other required activities, e.g. 
the real-time manual analysis of the video footage is not performed by the UAV. 
Thus, the technology stand-alone value represents the majority of the total value 
created. 

● Overall mission (3): deliver a package to a specific location. The UAV would in this 
case perform all the required activities to complete the overall mission by carrying the 
package to the location of the customer. Thus, the technology stand-alone value 
represents the total value created. 

Level of autonomy 
The activities performed in an overall mission could be automated to different extents, as 
with the UAV mission activities. The data processing required in example (1) could e.g. 
either be performed manually by an operator or automatically by software.  
The level of autonomy in the overall mission and the UAV mission will therefore affect the 
technical features of the UAV. Designing systems including UAVs should therefore always 
be put in a wider context (the overall mission). A question worth to consider would thus be: 
Does the increase in value creation by automating the overall mission compensate for the 
value loss in technical complexity and cost?  
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5. USER STUDY WITH RAILWAY STAKEHOLDERS  

 
The second research iteration consisted of a user study with different stakeholders in the 
railway industry with the purpose of investigating: 

● how work processes in the track environment are conducted. 
● identify problems and difficulties when working in the track area. 
● understand the general attitude towards new technology and specifically the use of 

UAVs in the railway industry. 

Additional theoretical research regarding railway related activities and current challenges 
were also conducted during the user study.  

5.1 Stakeholders before service life 

The initial part of the user study was conducted with stakeholders performing activities in the 
first phase of the railway service life (before), see Figure 29. 

 
Figure 29. The life cycle of a track section highlighting the phase of the initial user study and the stakeholders 

involved (Illustration by authors). 

Bombardier Transportation 
The study started at the ITC (Installation, Test & Commissioning) department at Bombardier 
Transportation and consisted of informal discussions, semi-structured interviews and a group 
interview.  
Informal discussions were conducted with experts at the different sub departments at ITC i.e. 
Wayside (wayside equipment), On-board (on-board equipment) and Services. The employees 
were asked about their thoughts regarding the potential and limitations of using UAVs in the 
railway industry. 
A group interview was also conducted with ITC Wayside and On-board personnel as focus 
group based on their experience of working in the track environment. There was a total of 9 
participants with different roles e.g. engineers, test engineers, test leaders and manager 
representatives. The focus group created an environment where interactions between the 
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participants enabled for discussions regarding their work processes, working environment 
and challenges (Milton and Rodgers, 2013, pp.70-71). 

Complementary interviews were conducted after the group interview. An unstructured 
interview with a manager representative for ITC Services was conducted with focus on 
general maintenance related problems. A semi-structured interview with a test engineer at 
ITC Wayside was conducted with the same questions as those asked during the group 
discussion, where the interviewee did not participate.  
The interviews were documented and analysed to identify key findings, see Appendix C: 
User study findings. 

Sibek 
Sibek is a contractor focusing on signalling safety within the railway. They are mainly 
working as commissioning managers and inspectors for commissioning inspections of 
signalling facilities for different projects by Trafikverket and SL. A semi-structured interview 
with a commissioning manager and partner of Sibek was conducted in order to understand 
their problems and how their work processes in the track environment are conducted, see 
Appendix B: Interview guides. The main problems identified and discussed during the 
interview were; manual inspections, track occupancy and safety. 
The interview was recorded, transcribed and analysed to identify important information and 
problem areas. For some of the main findings, see Appendix C: User study findings. 

Observation at a construction site 
A site visit was planned together with Sibek, conducting signalling inspections, in order to 
identify unanticipated issues or circumstances railway workers might experience when 
working in the track environment.  
In order to be allowed at a construction site, a mandatory safety training was taken. The 
safety training, “BASÄVISTA”, was held by Rail & Track consulting in Rosersberg and was 
conducted according to guidelines and regulation from Trafikverket (TDOK 2016:0289). The 
certification allowed the authors to be present in the track environment, but not perform any 
work/activity on their own. The site visit was conducted for five hours at a construction site 
where a switch was replaced by tracks in Sköldinge.  

 
Figure 30. Images from the site visit at the construction site in Sköldinge. 

The visit consisted of shadowing one of the signalling inspectors from Sibek while he was 
performing his work in the signalling cabinet by the tracks, observing the other workers 
removing the switch and observing the three signalling employees when working in the 
control room with the interlocking, see Figure 30. The main problems identified and 
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discussed during the observation were; working conditions, many actors working in a small 
area simultaneously and safety. 
For more detailed description of the main findings, see Appendix C - User study findings. 

5.2 Stakeholders during service life 

The second part of the user study consisted of interviews with other stakeholders working 
during the service life of a track section, see Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31. Illustration of the life cycle of a track section highlighting the phase of the second user study and 

stakeholders involved (Illustration by authors). 

The purpose was to gain knowledge about their attitudes towards new technology, to identify 
work processes, problems, similarities and differences compared to previous stakeholders. 
The findings identified during the initial user study, section 5.1 Stakeholders before service 
life, were used as basis for constructing the second user study iteration. 

Trafikverket 
Since Trafikverket is responsible for the majority of railway infrastructure in Sweden, they 
are an important stakeholder. A semi-structured interview with the manager for railway 
maintenance at Trafikverket was therefore conducted in order to identify the problems they 
face, what goals Trafikverket strive to achieve in the future and their incentives for 
implementing new technology, see Appendix B: Interview guides. The main areas discussed 
during the interview were; manual inspections, track occupancy, safety and vegetation.  
The interview was recorded, transcribed and analysed to identify important information and 
problem areas. For some of the main findings, see Appendix C: User study findings. 

Infranord 
Infranord is the largest railway contractor in Sweden, in terms of market share of 
maintenance contracts (Trafikverket, 2017a). Their main area is construction, maintenance 
and operations of railway infrastructure for Trafikverket. A site visit to Infranord Region 
south in Jönköping was conducted, consisting of a contextual group interview with the site 
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manager and a retired foreman with over 40 years of experience and a walk around the 
adjacent railway yard, see Figure 32. 

 
Figure 32. A collage of images from the site visit at Infranord in Jönköping. 

The purpose of the site visit was to understand how their work processes in the track 
environment are conducted, the problems they were facing and to find differences and 
similarities to other stakeholders, see Appendix B: Interview guides. The main problems 
identified and discussed during the interview were; manual inspections, safety, track 
occupancy, vegetation, temporary monitoring and project overview. 
The interview was recorded, transcribed and analysed to identify important information and 
problem areas. For some of the main findings, see Appendix C: User study findings. 

Survey 
A digital survey was sent out to employees at Infranord, Sibek, Strukton Rail and NRC 
Group. The purpose of conducting the survey was to get a wider distribution of responses and 
to see if there were similarities and/or differences from earlier responses. The survey got 10 
responses where the participants had experience as e.g. signalling engineers, electricians, 
inspectors, a foreman, a site manager, a construction manager etc. The survey questions were 
related to four topics; work by the railway, manual work by the railway, safety/security by the 
railway and UAVs in the railway industry. 

For complete version of the survey, see Appendix D: Survey questions. For more detailed 
description of the main findings, see Appendix C: User study findings. 
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6. RAILWAY RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 
After analysing the data from the interviews separately, all quotes and problems identified 
from previous research, reports, web searches and the user studies were gathered and 
analysed.  Clusters were made in order to identify key themes, differences, similarities and 
patterns in the data from all stakeholders.  

6.1 General insights 

The analysis resulted in three general insights; The man by the tracks, Occupying the track 
and The use of vehicles. The general insights are related to the railway industry but not to a 
specific task or activity.  For more detailed description of the general insights, see Appendix 
E: Problem areas. 

The man by the tracks 
The first insight was about the challenges with manual labour in the railway track area, see 
Figure 33. 

 
Figure 33. The main problems with manual work by the tracks (Illustration by authors). 

Both manual maintenance inspection and manual safety inspections are large parts of the 
maintenance activities and are often carried out by walking along the infrastructure. The 
research identified four main problems with manual inspections and activities in the track 
area:  
● Safety: Workers along the railway are exposed to risks from trains in traffic, the 

electrified power lines etc.  
● Resource efficiency: Testing and inspecting objects by walking along the track is 

inefficient both in terms of time and labour cost. 
● Working conditions: Walking along the tracks put high physical demands on the 

workers due to heavy test and inspection equipment, high or steep embankments, 
difficulties walking on wet or cold sleepers etc. 

● Accessibility: Difficult to access the infrastructure due to high traffic load. Objects 
positioned in remote areas are difficult to reach due to the lack of connecting roads. 

R. G. Nyberg (2015) estimated the cost for performing manual safety inspections to 230 
GBP/km ≈ 2 673 SEK/km. Nyberg also mentions the variance in quality of results from 
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manual inspections due to their dependency of the inspectors’ knowledge and experience 
(Nyberg, 2016).  

Occupying the track 
The second insight was around the subject of track occupancy, see Figure 34.  

 
Figure 34. The three main problems with track occupancy (Illustration by authors). 

A big challenge the railway industry faces is to maintain traffic flow and at the same time 
enable for maintenance activities in order to ensure the level of safety and comfort. 
Preventive maintenance is planned long in advance and can therefore be fit into the available 
gaps in the train schedule. An increase of traffic load imposes higher stress on the railway 
infrastructure whilst reducing availability for maintenance activities. Corrective maintenance 
directly affects the traffic flow since it requires either immediate access to the infrastructure, 
causing traffic disruption, or access within a short time period from fault detection (Forsgren, 
Aronsson and Gestrelius, 2013). Higher traffic load directly affects three main aspects:  
● Traffic disruption: The amount of travellers affected by traffic disruption increases as 

both traffic and demand increases. 
● Finding gaps: The amount of gaps in the time table for maintenance activities are 

reduced as traffic load increases. 
● Redirecting trains: Redirecting trains when unforeseen issues occur is very difficult 

and time consuming due to the high traffic load. 
Expanding the infrastructure, implementing better technology and improving efficiency and 
effectiveness of railway maintenance and operations are different methods in order to 
improve performance and capacity of the railway infrastructure. (Stenström, 2012) 

The use of vehicles 
The third insight was the problem of using vehicles/locomotives for testing and maintenance 
activities, see Figure 35. 

 
Figure 35. The main problems with using vehicles (Illustration by authors). 

Test and measurement vehicles are used periodically to perform inspections on the railway 
infrastructure in order to gather large amounts of data at high speed, up to 200 km/h. The 
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measurement vehicles inspect the different track sections up to five times a year depending 
on the traffic load according to a set schedule (Al-Douri, Tretten and Karim, 2016).  

The benefit of using measuring vehicles is that they enable for gathering large amounts of 
data at high speed. However, there are four main problems when using track-bound vehicles: 

● Availability: Test and measurement vehicles are not always available which result in 
the need for manual inspection. 

● Track occupancy: The use of vehicles for testing and measuring requires track 
occupancy. 

● Accessibility: The size of the vehicles and their dependence to rails make them non-
flexible and access to the infrastructure needs to be planned for well in advance. 

● Cost: Buying or renting a test vehicle is expensive. 

6.2 Problem areas 

The analysis of the research findings resulted in five problem areas, see Figure 36 below.  

 
Figure 36. The problem areas identified in the research. 

For full compilation of the gathered data within each problem area see Appendix E: Problem 
areas.  

Safety 
The first problem area, safety, involves problems directly or indirectly related to safety of 
workers in the railway environment. The themes identified within the category can be seen in 
Figure 37. 

 
Figure 37. The four identified themes within Safety where the size represents the magnitude and relevance of the 

gathered data. 

Wayside 
The second problem area, Wayside, involves problems related to activities performed in order 
to inspect, test or verify wayside equipment along the railway. Several of the activities are 
performed by walking along the tracks which is time-consuming and physically demanding. 
The problems identified can be seen in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38. The five identified themes within Wayside where the size represents the magnitude and relevance of 

the gathered data. 

Infrastructure 
The third problem area, Infrastructure, involves problems related to maintenance inspections 
performed on different components of the railway infrastructure during its service life, see 
Figure 39. 

 
Figure 39. The five identified themes within Infrastructure where the size represents the amount and the 

importance of the gathered data. 

Five common component inspections, often performed manually by walking along the tracks, 
were identified.  

Sudden obstacles & situations 
The fourth problem area involved problems related to sudden obstacles or unforeseen 
situations caused by either people, animals, weather or the environment. Obstacles on the 
tracks, e.g. unauthorized people on/near the track, animals or fallen trees are usually detected 
when a train arrives to the site which might result in accidents and traffic disruption. Five 
different sudden or unforeseen situations were identified, see Figure 40. 

 
Figure 40. The five identified themes within Sudden obstacles & situations where the size represents the 

magnitude and relevance of the gathered data. 
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Vegetation & project planning 
The fifth problem area involves problems related to vegetation and project planning. The 
problems identified within vegetation was detection of water accumulation and vegetation 
control. The problems identified with project planning were mapping & surveying, 
navigation and project monitoring, see Figure 41. 

 
Figure 41. The five identified themes within Vegetation & project planning where the size represents the amount 

and the importance of the gathered data. 
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7. USE CASE SCENARIOS 

 
The method used for defining the potential areas of UAV applications was using scenarios 
(Milton and Rodgers, 2013, p.32). The purpose of the use case scenarios is to act as the basis 
for further development of technical requirement specifications. The research and identified 
problem areas resulted in 15 use case scenarios where the use of UAVs would create value in 
the railway industry, see Figure 42 below. 

 
Figure 42. The 15 identified use case scenarios. 

The first phase of defining the use case scenarios was to conduct further research on the 
different problem areas that were identified in order to formulate the scenario in terms of: 

● what activities are performed today and how. 
● problem description with current solutions. 

● when the scenario occurs in the service life cycle and which stakeholders that are 
involved.  

The second part was to define the use case where the use of UAVs would create value in each 
scenario by translating the customer needs and problem areas into functional requirements. 
The use case involves: 
● how UAVs would create value in the scenario and their basic system architecture 

● benefits and potential challenges 
● mandatory functional requirements 

● optional functional requirements 
● alternative solutions (potential threats) 

● customer value 
A detailed description of the 15 use case scenarios can be read in Appendix F: Use case 
scenarios. Short descriptions of each use case scenarios are presented below. 

Case 1. Train warning 
Manual or automatic train warning systems are used to detect incoming trains for safe 
evacuation of railway workers from the tracks, at least 15s before the train passes the 
worksite. The VLOS of a manual train warner is limited from ground due to e.g. obstacles in 
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the surrounding environment. Automatic train warning systems often lacks mobility when 
workers are moving along the tracks. By using one or multiple UAVs with cameras, the train 
warner’s VLOS will increase and thus increase the time to safely evacuate the tracks. A UAV 
solution will also improve the mobility, compared to current automatic solutions, when 
walking along the tracks.  

Case 2. Rail fastening & sleeper inspection 
Sleepers and rail fastenings are inspected with measuring trains periodically but needs to be 
complemented with visual manual maintenance inspection by walking along the track and 
inspecting each sleeper and its four attached fastenings. These are inefficient activities that 
often generates low data quality and put the workers in risky situations when walking on the 
tracks during traffic. UAVs with sensors for visual capturing that travel along the track will 
help the inspectors to detect rotten or damaged sleepers and broken or missing rail fastenings 
more efficiently and safely.  

Case 3. Light signal & sign inspection 
Light signals and signs are manually inspected to ensure their functionality and position by 
the track. These are inefficient activities that require the workers to walk long distances in the 
challenging track environment. UAVs with cameras enable the workers to inspect light 
signals and signs remotely and thus improving the efficiency and their working conditions.    

Case 4. Switch inspection 
Switches need to be manually inspected up to 5 times a year to ensure their function. The 
inspection of the switch components involves both visual and physical tasks that are time 
consuming and also requires track occupancy. A UAV with 3D scanning possibilities will 
perform the visual inspection tasks and thus improving the efficiency of the manual switch 
inspection.   

Case 5. Balise testing 
Verifying the function of balises during commissioning or after a balise replacement are 
today performed manually by using a balise PTE encapsulated in a portable field case or 
occasionally by a costly test vehicle. The manual verification requires at least two engineers 
to walk between groups of balises in the challenging track environment. By migrating the 
PTE to a UAV platform, the technicians will be able to receive the transmitted balise 
information without being physically present at the balise location. The UAV solution will 
improve the efficiency and the working conditions for the technicians. 

Case 6. Power line inspection 
The power line system is today inspected both by collecting data automatically from sensors 
on measuring vehicles, manually by walking along the track or manually by using track-
bound vehicles to get closer to the wires. The manual inspections are inefficient, requires 
track occupancy and put the workers in risky situations close to the high voltage wires. Using 
a UAV to inspect the power line components that are manually inspected today will increase 
the efficiency, improve the safety and working conditions for the workers. This by using a 
UAV mounted with sensors for visual capturing and thus make it possible to remotely inspect 
the components.  

Case 7. Rail joint inspection 
Inspections of rail joints are made by manually measuring the distance between the rails at a 
specific rail temperature in order to prevent the risk of e.g. rail misalignment and “sun kinks”/ 
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buckled rails. These inspections are inefficient and requires the workers to walk long 
distances in the challenging track environment. The use of a UAV would make the preventive 
maintenance inspection process more time and resource efficient whilst improving the 
working conditions for the inspectors by enabling remote inspection of the rail joints. This by 
using an UAV mounted with sensors for thermal and visual capturing that records footage to 
be analysed for fault detection. 

Case 8. Vegetation control 
Manual visual inspections are done to detect vegetation around the railway infrastructure as a 
part of the safety inspection. The inspection is performed by walking along the tracks and 
using laser to measure the VLOS from unguarded level crossings. Planning the maintenance 
of vegetation control can sometimes be done using video footage from measuring vehicles. 
These are inefficient activities that requires track occupancy and often gives outdated data. 
The use of an UAV would result in making the safety inspection process more time and 
resource efficient whilst enabling for more accurate monitoring. This by using a UAV 
mounted with a sensor for visual and/or 3D capturing that travels along the rails, above the 
power lines, documenting the current state of the vegetation surrounding the railway 
infrastructure.  

Case 9. Water accumulation detection 
Water accumulation detection is done by manual inspection, as a part of the vegetation 
control by walking along the tracks to monitor drainage channels and changes in the 
environment. This is inefficient and not flexible enough to cover large areas during sudden 
weather changes e.g. raising temperatures during spring. The inspection process has the 
potential of becoming more time and resource efficient whilst enabling for more flexible 
monitoring by using a UAV mounted with sensors for visual capturing that detect liquid and 
differentiate wet from dry soil. The UAV travels along the rails, above the power lines, and 
document the current state of the railway infrastructure.  

Case 10. Snow & ice on switches 
Heavy snowfall and fallen ice from passing trains during winter can cause switches to not 
work properly and thus causing costly traffic disruptions. Snow and ice that are stuck in 
switches need to be removed manually. The maintenance contractors do not have enough 
resources to cover all switches and are therefore in need of prioritising their manual snow 
removal activities. By using UAVs, the maintenance resources could be distributed much 
more efficiently to switches that actually need maintenance. In the end, improving the 
maintenance reduces the risk of traffic disruption due to weather affected switches. The UAV 
will provide visual live footage from the switches to the person in charge of the maintenance 
team in order to distribute the resources more efficiently.   

Case 11. Slippery rail prevention 
Slippery rails are caused by snow, ice and wet leaves that fall on the tracks and get crushed 
by wheels of passing trains, often at lower temperatures. Prevention of slippery rails is done 
by placing friction paste on the rails, either manually or with a vehicle. The friction paste is 
placed on locations where the problem is more common and is done from a couple of days a 
week to several times a day depending on traffic load and season. These activities are 
inefficient and require track occupancy. A UAV platform with rail compatibility can perform 
maintenance operations to prevent slippery rails and result in improved efficiency by 
reducing both the time required and number of technicians required to perform the work. The 
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UAV will distribute friction paste with precision on critical areas of the track and will be able 
to quickly go between distribution areas and evacuate from the track.   

Case 12. Accident monitoring 
When an accident occurs on the railway, a site responsible is always appointed ensuring the 
safety of emergency personnel, that track or wayside equipment are not damaged and that the 
area is clean before allowing traffic on the line. Accident sites are difficult to supervise and 
manual inspection of objects are often inefficient since the length of an accident site can 
reach up to 500 meters. A UAV with sensors for visual capturing would make the reactive 
maintenance operations at an accident site safer and more efficient. The UAV supports travel 
along the rails for detection of objects, inspection of the current state of the infrastructure and 
continuous monitoring of the accident site and the involved actors.  

Case 13. Project monitoring 
Railway related construction projects need to be monitored in order to keep track of both the 
work progression and the workers present at the construction site. This in order to ensure the 
efficiency and worker safety. Getting an overview of project sites are often difficult for the 
supervisors which could lead to inefficient work processes and safety risks to the workers at 
the site. A UAV with the possibility of visual capturing has the possibility to provide the 
managers an overview of the construction site from above, enabling efficient monitoring of 
project progress and safety monitoring of workers at the site.            

Case 14. Mapping & surveying 
Existing railway infrastructure and its surrounding environment need to be documented both 
during the phase of projection for new construction/reinvestments and as a part of the 
periodic measuring. The measuring is today performed with costly measuring vehicles that 
require track occupancy. When vehicles are not available, the documentation is performed 
manually by accessing the railway by car which is often difficult in remote areas. A UAV 
would make the documentation process more efficient and accurate without occupying the 
track. This by using a UAV mounted with sensors for visual capturing and 3D mapping that 
travels along the track, above the power lines, documenting the railway infrastructure, fixed 
object along the tracks and the surrounding environment in terms of gradient and elevation. 

Case 15. Navigation 
When railway workers need to access specific objects along the railway, e.g. signalling 
cabinets, they need to know the exact position of the objects in order to get there as 
conveniently and efficiently as possible. The lack of relevant and accurate object position 
data makes it difficult for technicians to find the objects and plan how to get there. By using a 
UAV when arriving at the area nearby the actual railway object it could be located more 
quickly and thus reducing the time spent walking in the challenging track environment. The 
UAV simplifies the locating process by providing the technicians an overview of the area by 
sensors for visual capturing.   
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8. EVALUATION 

 
The 15 use case scenarios were evaluated according to 11 different criterias. The purpose of 
the evaluation was to determine which use case scenarios that had the potential of creating 
the most value but also to evaluate parameters important to consider during further 
development.  

8.1 Criterias 

The criterias were chosen by the authors and based on important factors identified during the 
user studies and important parameters to consider for further development. Following are the 
criterias used in the evaluation: 
● Severity of problem: How severe the consequences are if the technical solution to the 

problem doesn’t work. Are they life threatening, directly or indirectly?   

● Problem extent: The extent of the problem amongst stakeholders in relation to the 
infrastructure life cycle.  

● Technology readiness: To what extent the required technology is ready to be 
implemented today without further technical development. 

● Technology cost: The estimated cost of the technology, both the UAV platform and 
payloads, in terms of hardware, software and/or additional technical development 
costs.  

● System complexity: The degree of complexity of the UAV, including both platform 
and payloads.  

● Usage complexity: The degree of complexity in terms of how complex the UAV will 
be to control and the data to be analysed.   

● Performance compared to current solution: The estimated performance of the UAV 
solution compared to current solution in terms of e.g. data quality and data accuracy.   

● Performance compared to alternative solution: The estimated performance of the 
UAV solution compared to alternative/possible solutions in terms of e.g. data quality 
and data accuracy.   

● Safety compared to current solution: The potential of how much the solution could 
improve the safety for maintenance workers, inspectors or travellers etc.  

● Efficiency compared to current solution: The potential of how much the solution 
could improve the efficiency, both in terms of time and resources, for maintenance 
workers, inspectors or travellers etc.  

● Novelty: How novel the solution is in terms of the technology (platform and payload), 
its application within railway industry and other industrial industries (competition 
within its application/segment). 

8.2 Novelty 

When evaluating the use case scenarios in terms of novelty, two different methods were used. 
The use case scenarios were first positioned in the UAV function map according to their 
defined functionality and then compared with current UAV applications identified in the 
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market analysis, see Appendix G: Novelty maps. The use case scenarios were then graded in 
a Novelty positioning map according to the insights from the market analysis, see Figure 43. 

 
Figure 43. Novelty positioning map for the 15 use case scenarios (Illustration by authors). 

The horizontal axis in the positioning map represent the degree of novelty of the UAV 
platform and the vertical axis represent the degree of novelty of the use case i.e. how novel is 
the use of a UAV platform in the given scenario. The result stood as the basis for grading the 
use case scenarios in the evaluation matrix for the criteria novelty. 

8.3 Decision matrix 

A weighted decision matrix was used for evaluating the potential of creating value in each 
use case scenarios. The research findings served as the basis when weighing the relative 
importance of the criteria between 1 (least important) and 5 (most important). 

● Safety and novelty was rated with the highest importance (5). Safety is one of the most 
essential aspect of the railway infrastructure and novelty is important to consider 
when developing a new product or service, in terms of competitive advantage and 
business strategy.  

● Severity of problem, performance compared to current solution, performance 
compared to alternative solution and efficiency compared to current solution were 
rated with the second highest importance (4). This, since these criteria directly affect 
to what extent the use case creates value in the given scenario.  

● Problem extent was rated important (3) since a use case scenario that extends over 
different phases of the service life have more value creating potential than if the 
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problem only occurs during a specific situation/activity. But at the same time is not as 
important as problems with higher severity (severity of the consequence). 

● System complexity and usage complexity were rated fairly important (2) since they are 
important to take in to consideration but not as important than the value creating 
criterias.  

● Technology readiness and technology cost were given the lowest weight (1) since they 
are important to take in to consideration when developing a new product or service 
although not as important since technology readiness only indicates if direct 
implementation of the technology is possible and technology cost is not scored in 
relation to the degree of value created in the scenario.  

The insight from the research and the defined use case scenarios, Appendix F: Use case 
scenarios, was used as basis when scoring each use case scenario according to the different 
criterias. The use case scenarios were scored based on the lowest degree of automation and 
system complexity required in order to create value. The weighted decision matrix can be 
read in Table 5. 

Table 5. Weighted decision matrix of the 15 identified use case scenarios 

 
The weighted decision matrix showed that the use case scenarios 1. Train warning and 12. 
Accident monitoring were scored highest (141) and therefore considered with the highest 
potential of value creation. Followed by 5. Balise test (122) and 9. Water accumulation (118).   
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9. HIGHEST SCORED USE CASE SCENARIOS 

 
The four use case scenarios with the highest score from the evaluation were considered as the 
most promising ones in terms of creating significant value to stakeholders in the railway 
industry. These are therefore explained in more detail in the following sections. Both the 
current solution and how a UAV solution would create value are illustrated for these four use 
case scenarios.   
The illustrated UAVs are made in order to demonstrate what functional aspects of a UAV 
that will create value rather than implementable technical solutions. However, technical 
solutions, challenges and important design aspects to consider for each use case scenario are 
discussed in more detail based on the stated functional requirements in Appendix F: Use case 
scenarios.  

Note that all 15 identified use case scenarios have potential of creating value to different 
extents, the use case scenarios that are not mentioned in this chapter are explained in more 
detail in Appendix F: Use case scenarios.  

Case 1. Train warning  

The overall mission of train warning systems is to detect incoming trains in order to warn and 
evacuate railway workers from the tracks in time. Train warning is mainly used when:  
● working at a track open for traffic. 
● working on a track nearby traffic. 
● moving/walking along the tracks.  

Due to safety regulations from Trafikverket, the track needs to be evacuated 15 seconds 
before a train passes the worksite. Today there are two methods of train warning allowed, 
manual or automatic. Normally in a manual system, a worker visually supervises the track in 
both directions relative the worksite simultaneously in order to detect incoming trains. Figure 
44 below illustrates how and when manual train warning systems are used.  

 
Figure 44. Illustrated example of how manual train warning systems are used today (Illustration by authors). 

An approximation of the minimum allowed visibility range is calculated by the P&S based on 
the maximum allowed speed of the track and the required evacuation time estimated.  

Automatic systems are based on rail-mounted sensors placed at a calculated distance from the 
worksite. The sensors automatically activate warning signals at the worksite when a train 
passes. (Schweizer Electronic, 2009)      
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Figure 45. Left: two train warners are used since the curves and hillsides limits the VLOS, right: manual 

supervision when walking along the tracks (Illustration by authors). 

Following are the main identified problems and limitations the with existing train warning 
systems, both manual and automatic. 
● Limited VLOS: A train warner standing on the ground by the track has a limited 

VLOS even if the track is straight for kilometres. The surrounding environment e.g. 
hillsides or curves, are also factors that could limit the VLOS. Today, that is often 
solved inefficiently by using multiple train warners, see Figure 45. 

● Concentration/focus difficulties: The worker performing manual train warning must 
look for incoming trains in two directions simultaneously which requires a constant 
high level of focus. Recommendations from Trafikverket suggests that train warners 
should not work more than two hours without a break. 

● System immobility: When walking along the tracks or at worksites with a progression 
pace, the system needs to be mobile. The sensors in automatic systems thus need to 
continuously be moved and remounted manually which takes time and effort. When 
walking along the tracks, one person has the responsibility to continuously look for 
incoming trains from behind which is difficult when walking in the opposite direction 
on the track-bed, see Figure 45.      

● Masked sound from trains: Listening for the sound of an incoming train could be used 
as a complement to visual detection. Silent trains or surrounding circumstances such 
as snow, vegetation, hills or mountains could mask the sound of trains which puts 
higher demands on the visual surveillance.   

The use of UAVs for train warning 
A train warning system based on UAVs will provide a bird’s eye view and thus increase the 
VLOS by providing live video footage from the UAV cameras/sensor at a height above the 
power lines, see Figure 46.  
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Figure 46. Illustration of the capabilities with a UAV-based train warning system (Illustration by authors). 

Benefits  
Following are the main aspects that will be improved by using a UAV-based train warning 
system. 
● Worker safety: The increased VLOS by the bird’s eye view from the UAV helps the 

train warner to detect incoming trains from a farther distance than manual train 
warning which will give the workers more time to safely evacuate the track.  

● Resource efficiency: Using multiple UAVs instead of multiple train warners reduce 
the amount of people by the track in situations where the surrounding environment or 
the track layout limits the line of sight. 

● Working conditions: A dual-camera system on the UAV with split-screen interface to 
the train warner has the potential to reduce the physical demand of the train warner by 
simplifying the process of looking for incoming trains in two directions 
simultaneously.   

● System mobility: The UAVs are flexible and mobile in working situations that require 
movement along the tracks. 

Implementing UAVs for train warning will result in some technical and functional challenges 
which need to be considered when designing the system architecture. 

Endurance & mobility 
The technical solution needs both high endurance and mobility, which are two conflicting 
mandatory functional requirements. The full list of functional requirements can be found in 
Appendix F: Use case scenarios. The flight time must be at least 2 hours to match the 
maximum working time for a manual train warner today. A rotor-UAV would be a suitable 
platform since the solution needs to hover for longer periods for continuous monitoring. 
However, one drawback with rotor-UAV platforms is their low endurance (normally between 
30 and 60 min) due to their limited battery capacity. Alternative ways of increasing the 
endurance could be by using: 
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● A tethered multi-rotor UAV powered by an external power supply that could either be 
ground-based or connected to the power lines with a pantograph solution. The 
capacity of the external power supply will limit the endurance instead of the battery. 

● A system of two UAVs where one is active when the other one is passive while 
recharging. 

● Rotor-UAVs with a fuel-based propulsion system. They are, however, generally 
bigger than tethered multi-rotors and more expensive.  

Comparing these solutions there are safety aspects that must be considered. The tethered 
solution must be kept on a safe distance from the safety zone and the close-up area (1,4 
meters from live equipment at normal voltage) since the charging wire might pose risks 
towards the workers and the infrastructure if it infringes the close-up area due to the 
electrified power lines (Trafikverket, 2010).   

The system needs to be mobile and preferably follow people autonomously, stated as an 
optional functional requirement since the UAV needs to operate when workers are walking 
along the tracks as well as in stationary mode. A tethered solution should therefore have the 
possibility to switch between tethered (stationary) and not tethered mode (mobile), either 
switched manually by an operator or automatically.      

Trust in the technology & automation 
The relation between level of autonomy and the users trust in the technology is important to 
consider when designing the system. A general challenge with UAV technology mentioned 
by one of the UAV interviewees was that fear and scepticism towards new technology occur.  

The overall mission of detecting incoming trains could be performed with a higher degree of 
UAV involvement by automating the detection with software algorithms instead of manually 
analysing the video footage. However, in a scenario where the solution would be proven to be 
redundant, there still might be a low perception of trust to the technology among the users 
that put their life in the hands of the technology. Fear and distrust in the technology could 
result in low adoption of the new technology by users. 

The site visit at Infranord showed that human train warners are still necessary when using 
automatic train warning systems: "But no matter what, it [automatic system] should never 
replace the manual supervision. There was... even though there were automatic train 
warning, there were manual train warners anyway". This implies that the train warning 
systems needs to be redundant. The back-up system could however be performed in different 
manners, for instance by being continuously supervised by the operator or have a clear 
automatic indication in case of a system failure etc.   

Usage during night 
Most maintenance activities today are performed at night and Trafikverket will continue to 
schedule maintenance activities to night-time in the future due to the increasing traffic load7. 
This means that the UAV train warning system must be designed for usage during night as 
well as daytime. As presented in Section 3.3 Payloads, there are e.g. thermal cameras with 
both day and night vision sensors. However, the resolution of thermal sensors is generally 
lower than visible light cameras, which will be an important aspect to consider when in the 
train warning application since it needs to have a long VLOS and high resolution. 
  

                                                
7 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: improved visibility and working condition. 
Use of customer resources: reduce the need for manual train warners (cost- and time 
efficiency).  
According to the definition of customer value in the Value Model, this will result in a higher 
customer value. Note that the degree of customer value created can be further increased e.g. 
by enabling for higher degree of automation and thus reducing the customer effort. 
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Case 5. Balise testing 

Balises are components in the ATP system (e.g. ATC2 and ERTMS/ETCS). The balise sends 
information to a passing train’s on-board system and is tele-powered by the BTM located 
beneath the train, see Figure 47.  

 
Figure 47. Balise testing with a test vehicle (Illustration by authors). 

The train receives telegrams from the balise with e.g. the balise ID, location, distance to next 
balise, maximum speed and gradient. Balises are placed in groups in order to transmit more 
information e.g. the direction of the train, provide information if one balise fails or to divide 
longer telegrams. In order for the ATP to work safely, the balises need to provide the correct 
information to the trains. Verifying the function of balises during a commissioning or after a 
balise replacement are today often performed manually by using a portable balise PTE as 
seen in Figure 48 below.  

 
Figure 48. Testing balises manually with the suitcase by walking between balise groups  

(Illustration by authors). 

The verification requires at least two engineers to walk between groups of balises and can 
normally manage to test maximum 10-15 balises a day (ERTMS Solutions, 2017) where one 
balise group can consist of up to eight balises at distances up to 2.5 kilometres. Another 
possible method is to use a specific test vehicle to receive the transmitted information.  
Following are the main identified problems with the existing balise testing methods, both 
manual and when using test vehicles. 
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● Inefficiency:  The manual tests of balises are time consuming and resource inefficient 
since at least two technicians need to walk long distances between balise groups and 
are able to check only 10-15 balises a day.  

● Working conditions: Walking in the railway environment put high physical demands 
on the technicians due to e.g. the challenging track-bed, consisting of macadam and 
often slippery sleepers. Carrying the heavy portable balise PTE, weighing up to 17 kg, 
increases the risk of injuries8.  

● Cost: Using a test vehicle during commissioning is expensive and is not always 
available9. 

Balise testing with UAVs 
The technicians will be able to receive and verify balise telegrams remotely without being 
present by the balise by migrating the PTE to an UAV platform, as seen in Figure 49 below.    

 
Figure 49. Testing balises by using a UAV (Illustration by authors). 

Following are the main advantages and improvements by using a UAV for balise testing: 

● Working conditions: Eliminating the need for workers to carry the heavy PTE for long 
distances in the challenging track environment.  

● Time efficiency: Reducing the time required for testing the balise telegrams by 
transporting the device between balise groups by flight instead of walking along the 
tracks. Improved time efficiency will in return result in better time management and 
reduce installation and commissioning delays that in return cause traffic delays and is 
costly (penalty fines, at least 15 000 SEK/ train for every started 10 minutes, without 
any limit) 10. 

● Resource efficiency: Reducing the number of technicians required for testing the 
balise telegrams since only the operator/pilot is required or neither, if fully automated. 

● Future need: Balises will remain as an important object in the new signalling system 
ERTMS/ETCS as well, thus will the need of testing balises remain in the future. 

                                                
8 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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The implementation of UAVs for balise testing will result in some technical and functional 
challenges which need to be considered when designing the system architecture. 

Payload capacity 
The main challenge with the UAV solution will be to design a platform with enough payload 
capacity to carry the heavy PTE. The platform should preferably be a multi-rotor since the 
UAV must be able to hover and VTOL with high precision above/on balises.  
The balise PTE should preferably be redesigned by reducing its weight and size in order to be 
optimised for a UAV platform. The size and weight could be reduced as long as the device 
fulfils the mandatory functional requirements (see Appendix F: Use case scenarios) of tele-
powering the balises and receive telegrams with the same performance as today.  
Multi-rotors with payload capacities of 30 kg exist on the market today (PRODRONE, 2018). 
UAVs with high payload capacity requires more powerful motors and a stronger framework 
which results in a larger and heavier UAV platform, thus lowering the ease of use and 
portability.  

Flight safety below the power lines 
Since the UAV needs to fly below the electrified power lines there are safety aspects that 
need to be considered to avoid harming the railway infrastructure and the UAV itself. The 
solution should not infringe the close-up area, which is defined as 1,4 meters from the 
electrified parts of the infrastructure, thus limiting the fight altitude to 3,1 meters due to the 
overhead power lines’ height of 4,5 meters and the permitted close-up distance (Trafikverket, 
2010). 
A multi-rotor will be suitable for this scenario since they have strengths in operating in a 
confined area. Obstacle avoidance sensors should be integrated in the platform in order to 
avoid colliding with the power lines.     

Automation 
The overall mission of testing and verifying balise telegrams could be performed by UAV 
solutions with different degrees of automation. The UAV mission could be automated both in 
terms of flight and operation (electrify balises and read telegrams). The activities performed 
today after the telegrams have been received by the portable PTE is to manually verify the 
telegrams. The verification has the potential of being automated by e.g. a specifically 
designed software on board the UAV or on external devices. This would simplify the 
procedure and increase the efficiency of balise testing.   

Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improved working conditions and removed physically 
demanding tasks.  

Use of customer resources: improved time and resource efficiency by removing manual 
testing.  

According to the definition of customer value in the Value Model will this result in a higher 
customer value. Note that the degree of customer value created can be further increased e.g. 
by enabling for higher degree of automation of the verification steps and thus reducing the 
customer effort. 
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Case 8 & 9. Vegetation control & Water accumulation detection  

These two use case scenarios were in Chapter 7 Use case scenarios and Appendix F: Use 
case scenarios, presented separately in order to investigate and evaluate them independently 
since the tasks are different. However, since inspecting the railway environment for water 
accumulation and vegetation control are both activities within the safety inspection and the 
functional requirements were similar enough in terms of required UAV platform, they were 
merged into one use case scenario. Also, They will in this chapter initially be presented 
separately but the discussions regarding common technical solutions and aspects to consider 
will be made for both together.   

Vegetation control 
Vegetation control is needed to ensure the vegetation surrounding the railway infrastructure 
follows regulations and restrictions in order to reduce the risk of accidents, traffic disturbance 
and damages on the infrastructure (Trafikverket, 2018a). The regulations involve ensuring 
that vegetation:  
● does not grow too close to the tracks, near or on power lines. 

● does not impinge on the VLOS at unguarded level crossings. 
● all trees within 20 meters from the centre of the rails need to be cut down. 

● ensure traffic safety when the wind speed exceed 18 m/s, electrified tracks are closed 
for safety inspection. 

● ensure proper drainage. 
The vegetation control is done through manual visual inspection by walking along the tracks 
and using laser instruments to measure the line of sight from unguarded level crossings. 
Planning the maintenance of vegetation control can sometimes be done using video footage 
from measuring vehicles. The vegetation control is an important part of the safety inspection 
of the infrastructure and the documentation from the inspection is always checked when 
accidents occur to ensure insufficient vegetation control was not the cause for the accident11. 

 
Figure 50. Visual vegetation and water accumulation inspection performed manually (left) and with footage 

from a measuring vehicle (right) (Illustration by authors). 

Following are the main identified problems with the existing vegetation control methods seen 
in Figure 50 above.  

                                                
11 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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● Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking several kilometres along the tracks is both 
time consuming and resource inefficient since at least two workers need to be 
present12. 

● Track occupancy: Using measuring trains requires track occupancy. With the increase 
in traffic comes difficulties finding gaps for maintenance activities13.  

● Outdated footage: Measuring vehicles are used periodically which result in several 
months between the footage. There is a need for live/recent footage for improved 
monitoring and planning of the vegetation control14. 

Water accumulation detection  
Water accumulation can cause landslide and cavities in the ballast under the rail which cause 
reduction of the support beneath the railway tracks. Ensuring proper drainage is important to 
prevent water accumulations (Trafikverket, 2018b). Water accumulation can be caused by 
clogged drainage channels or sudden changes in the environment e.g. fast temperature 
changes, heavy rain or deforestation resulting in water accumulation by the tracks due to less 
water being absorbed by vegetation. Water accumulations are today detected by manual 
inspections, as a part of the vegetation control by walking along the tracks to monitor 
drainage channels and changes in the environment15. The main identified problems with the 
existing methods of detecting water accumulation: 
● Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking several kilometres along the tracks is both 

time consuming and resource inefficient since at least two people need to be present16.  
● Flexibility: There is a need for fast and flexible monitoring of the environment in 

order to detect water accumulation, since the problems can occur suddenly due to 
weather or environment changes17. 

Using UAVs for vegetation control and detection of water accumulation 
UAVs have the potential of documenting the current state of the vegetation surrounding the 
railway infrastructure with 3D-capturing sensor for monitoring of vegetation and a sensor that 
detects liquid and differentiates wet from dry soil, see Figure 51. 

                                                
12 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
13 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
14 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
17 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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Figure 51. Vegetation control and water accumulation detection with a UAV (Illustration by authors). 

Following are the main improvements and advantages with a UAV solution: 

● Reducing manual maintenance inspection, in line with Trafikverkets’ goal to remove 
the manual maintenance inspection18. 

● Avoid track occupancy by performing the inspection from a height above the power 
lines. 

● Improved efficiency since a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher speed than 
walking along the tracks. 

● Improved working conditions by reducing the need for workers to walk long distances 
in the challenging and dangerous track environment. 

● Improved accuracy/relevance of data, since the footage is of the current state resulting 
in more accurate and effective planning of the required maintenance. 

● Flexibility, using a UAV platform independent of ground-based infrastructure enables 
more flexibility when performing maintenance inspections. 

● Reduce the risk of traffic disruption due to insufficient vegetation control.  
The implementation of UAVs for vegetation control will result in some technical and 
functional challenges to be considered when designing the system architecture. 

Long range & temporary hovering 
The UAV should gather a large amount of data in a single flight in order to optimise the time 
efficiency, and thus the value creation in the scenario of vegetation control. A suitable 
platform for that requirement would be a fixed wing. However, the UAV should be able to 
hover for shorter periods in order to manage closer inspections of specific areas e.g. 
unguarded level crossings. A hybrid platform would therefore be suitable in order to enable 

                                                
18 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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both efficient linear flight and hovering. A hybrid would also simplify the starting and 
landing procedure since they have the ability to VTOL.  

Note that today’s UAV regulations limit flights that are BVLOS. Flying BVLOS requires 
either a special permit from Transportstyrelsen or future changes in regulations. 

Payload sensors 
A LiDAR sensor would enable 3D capturing of vegetation growing close to the railways. 
LiDAR has the possibility to map out vegetation and tree structures as accurate 3D 
representations through transmitted laser pulses, as mentioned in Section 3.3 Payloads. 
Visual footage from a regular camera might be insufficient for detecting water accumulations 
on the track-bed, embankment and the surrounding environment. Using specific spectral 
bands for a multispectral or hyperspectral sensors would enable water detection in contrast to 
the surrounding environment.  

Automation 
A potential way of automating the overall mission is by using a software that automatically 
detects and maps out the GPS coordinates of critical areas of vegetation growth and water 
accumulation. However, as a first step in the implementation of the UAV there will probably 
not be a need for instant detection of critical areas. Instead, it could be performed manually 
by analysing the data and still create the desired value for the overall mission.   

Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: improved data accuracy, enable flexibility and improved 
working conditions. 
Use of customer resources: improved cost and time efficiency by reducing the need for 
manual inspection.  
This would result in a higher customer value, according to the definition of customer value in 
the Value Model. Note that the degree of customer value created can be further increased e.g. 
by enabling for higher degree of automation of the analysis of the data and thus reducing the 
customer effort. 
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Case 12. Accident monitoring  

All traffic is stopped and high voltage power lines are disconnected on the affected line when 
accidents occur on the railway (Trafikverket, 2017b). An accident site responsible is always 
appointed, e.g. Infranord, in charge of ensuring that: 

● Emergency personnel are not injured. 
● Track and wayside equipment are not damaged19.  

● Hit animals need to be located in order to minimize their suffering and avoid other 
predators are not attracted to the area20.  

● The railway infrastructure and surrounding environment are clean and safe to allow 
traffic. 

Monitoring and searching during accidents is mostly performed manually, but sometimes 
Trafikverket can use helicopters to get an overview of the site21. Transportstyrelsen reported 
that costs for traffic delays due to railway accidents during 2016 was estimated to 15 182 926 
SEK. (Transportstyrelsen, 2017). An example of an accident scene with manual supervision 
can be seen in Figure 52 below.   

 
Figure 52. An accident site involving many actors simultaneously working at a large area  

(Illustration by authors). 

Following are the main identified problems related to activities performed after accidents. 

● Inefficiency: Manual search and monitoring by walking along the tracks is time 
consuming22.  

● Difficult to get overview: Accidents scenes often cover large areas, often up to 500 
meters23. Getting an overview of an accident site is therefore difficult when 
supervising from ground. 

                                                
19 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
20 Inspector, Infranord. Working in a railway environment. Online Survey 2018. 
21 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
22 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
23 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
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● Cost: Traffic delays are very costly and the use of helicopters is very expensive, thus 
rarely used. 

● Safety risks: The area near the railway is a dangerous environment and poses risks to 
all involved actors at the site. The risks are to e.g. get hit by train, get stuck, get cuts 
or injuries24. 

Using a UAV for monitoring accident sites 
The use of an UAV with a bird’s eye view, in the scenario of monitoring accident sites would 
result in making the rescue and reactive maintenance operations safer and more efficient by 
using an UAV mounted with sensors for visual capturing, see Figure 53. 

 
Figure 53. Accident scene monitoring with a UAV (Illustration by authors). 

The UAVs should support travel along the rails to detect spread out objects, inspection of the 
current state of the infrastructure and continuous monitoring of the accident site.  

Following are the main advantages and improvements by using a UAV for monitoring an 
accident scene. 

● Reducing manual inspection: in line with Trafikverkets’ goal to remove the manual 
maintenance inspection25. 

● Improved efficiency: an UAV can scan the accident areas at a higher speed than 
walking which in return shortens the time for the traffic delay and thus reduces the 
costs for delays. 

● Improved working conditions: by reducing the need for workers to walk long 
distances in the challenging track environment. 

● Improved safety: Using a UAV for monitoring at height will provide an overview of 
the accident site which is not possible from standing on the ground and thus improve 
the safety by having an overview of the entire scene. 

                                                
24 Construction Manager, Strukton Rail. Working in a railway environment. Online Survey 2018. 
25 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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● Minimize risks of attracting predators: locating hit animals faster reduces the risk of 
attracting other predators e.g. eagles to the accident site which could cause new 
accidents. 

● Reduce suffering of hit animals: by locating the animals faster. 

● Flexibility: using an UAV platform independent of ground-based infrastructure 
enables more flexibility when searching and monitoring accident sites. 

Stationary flight and hovering  
The UAV requires flexibility in terms of flight altitude and distance since every accident 
scene is different and the overall mission includes different tasks as seen in Figure 53. 
Stationary monitoring for longer periods and mobility will be required. A suitable UAV 
platform for these functional flight requirements would then be a multi-rotor with the 
possibility to connect an external power source (tethered) unlimited endurance when 
hovering in stationary flight mode.     

Payload sensors 
The solution must be designed to perform its mission regardless of time of the day since 
railway accidents might occur either during day or night. During day time, a camera sensor 
provides the majority of the desired value by sending live video footage to the operator. 
However, detecting e.g. hit animals or people quickly in order to reduce the traffic disruption 
might be a challenging task even at daylight due to the low contrast between the object and 
the surrounding environment. The UAV should therefore be equipped with a thermal camera 
in order to simplify detection of objects as well as monitor emergency personnel. 

Data protection 
An important aspect to consider when designing the solution for data storage and the 
communication link between sensors and operators is the protection of the potentially 
sensitive footage of injured people. All data in an accident investigation is protected by 
Swedish law. Individuals and vehicles should not be presented in the investigation results and 
therefore only be detected/located by the UAV solution and not be identified through the 
data. (Trafikverket, 2017b)  

Automation 
The overall mission of locating objects in accident monitoring has the potential of being 
automated. Reducing the time for analysing and processing video footage by automation 
would create more value since the use case scenario is dependent of instant data. Object 
detection algorithms would enable automatic detection of objects along the accident area and 
thus reduce the need for manual analysis.   

Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: provide an overview of accident sites and improved working 
conditions. 

Use of customer resources: faster object detection and infrastructure inspection. 
This will result in a higher customer value, according to the definition of customer value in 
the Value Model. Note that the degree of customer value created can be further increased e.g. 
by enabling for higher degree of automation of analysing the recorded data and thus reducing 
the customer effort.  
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10. COMMON PLATFORMS & MODULARISATION  

 
A functional requirements matrix was created in order to investigate the potential of using the 
same or similar UAV platforms for the 15 use case scenarios. The matrix was then analysed 
in order to identify common mandatory functional requirements defined in Appendix F: Use 
case scenarios, mainly for the UAV platform but also for the payloads.  

The functional requirements were divided into groups, the first represented the requirements 
related to the UAV platform and the second group based on requirements related to the 
payloads. The UAV solutions was found to have potential of modularisation with a common 
UAV platform for each group and the payload as a module, see Figure 54.  

 
Figure 54. Schematic illustration of the modularization principle between the UAV platform and the modules. 

A common standardised physical interface between the platform and payload would enable 
various module variants, e.g. camera, thermal camera, multispectral etc. to be attached to the 
same platform.  
The full functional requirements matrix can be found in Appendix H: Functional 
requirements matrix. The analysis of the matrix resulted in the identification of four groups 
among the use case scenarios; three groups with common UAV platforms and one group for 
the use case scenarios with specific requirements and need for customisation. 

10.1 Group 1 - Stationary & mobile 

The three use case scenarios that were included in the first group are presented in Figure 55. 

 
Figure 55. The three use case scenarios in the first group.  

The UAV mission of the three use case scenarios are of a stationary monitoring/surveillance 
character due to their mutual functional requirements; Hovering, Stationary flight and Range 
(level 1). There is a need to hover in a stationary position for longer periods in all three use 
case scenarios in order to monitor limited areas. However, all three also need to be mobile but 
only for shorter distances, thus their range requirement of minimum 2 km (level 1).   
A multi-rotor platform fulfils all functional requirements. Its stability during flight suits well 
for stationary monitoring of e.g. construction sites, accident sites or when surveilling a 
maintenance site for incoming trains. The UAV should have the possibility to be powered by 
an alternative power source e.g. a tethered solution in order to hover for at least three hours. 
However, the power cable must be able to disconnect from the UAV platform to enable non-
stationary flights e.g. when following workers walking along the tracks, searching an 
accident area for injured people or when monitoring a construction project that covers a 
larger area/distance.     
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Similarities in functional payload requirements was found for the three use case scenarios. 
Visual capturing will be enabled by slight variations of cameras, considered as module 
variants. The common UAV platform, module variants of the payload and the possible power 
sources can be seen in Figure 56. 

 
Figure 56. A multi-rotor platform and its compatible payload sensors and possible power sources (Illustration 

by authors). 

10.2 Group 2 - Long range 

The second group identified from the matrix consisted of the four use case scenarios, see 
Figure 57. 

 
Figure 57. The four use case scenarios in the second group.  

The main common functional requirement, Range, was for all four scenarios defined as long 
range. All of them also need to hover for shorter periods, VTOL and fly above the power 
lines. A hybrid platform fulfils these requirements and would therefore be a suitable UAV 
platform. The efficient linear flight enables the hybrid UAV to cover long distances during 
one flight, which is beneficial during each of the four UAV missions.   
All four UAV solutions need payloads that are able to capture visual footage. The camera 
sensors should however have different capabilities for some use case scenarios. Vegetation 
control and mapping & surveying need to capture regular RGB-footage to fulfil the 
requirements, although capturing 3D-data with a LiDAR sensor would increase the value of 
the documented data. For water accumulation detection and sleeper inspection there should 
preferably be a sensor that detects water and moist e.g. a multispectral or hyperspectral 
camera. All required sensors could be considered as module variants, mounted on the UAV 
platform either in combinations or separately, see Figure 58.    
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Figure 58. A hybrid platform and possible module variants of payload sensors and different powering methods 

(Illustration by authors). 

Possible power sources are also illustrated in Figure 58 that could be used separately or 
combined in order to optimise the endurance. 

10.3 Group 3 - Mid range and hovering 

The third group was the largest group in terms of number of use case scenarios are presented 
in Figure 59. 

 
Figure 59. The four use case scenarios in the third group.  

Since all of the UAV missions, except Navigation, are of a visual inspection character they 
need the ability to hover when performing closer inspections of objects. The flight speed 
should be able to easily vary between linear flight and hovering in order to ensure accurate 
manoeuvres close to objects. The second common functional requirement identified from the 
matrix was the range (level 2). A multi-rotor UAV will be able to be accurately manoeuvred 
with the possibility to vary its flight speed and hover.   

All UAV missions require visual capturing sensors; thus, a camera would be a universal 
module variant for this group. However, the platform also need to be compatible with a 3D 
capturing sensor e.g. LiDAR sensor in order to perform all six missions using the same 
platform, see Figure 60.  

 
Figure 60. A multi-rotor platform and possible module variants of payload sensors and the suitable power 

source (Illustration by authors). 
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10.4 Group 4 - Customized solutions 

The two use case scenarios with the most novel platforms, defined in the Novelty map in 
Chapter 8.2, need their platforms and payloads to be customised to a high degree which make 
them not applicable for grouping them with other use case scenarios. These are presented in 
Figure 61 below. 

 
Figure 61. The two use case scenarios that require customized technical solutions.  

Both UAV platforms need significantly higher payload capacity than the previous presented 
groups. The balise testing UAV need to carry the heavy balise PTE and the slippery rail need 
to carry a distribution mechanism and the friction paste. However, both of them need to 
perform accurate landings on either balises or to the rail. This would make a multi-rotor 
suitable for both UAV missions.   
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11. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 

 

11.1 Conclusion 

The conducted research showed that the use of UAVs would create value in the railway 
industry mainly in three ways;  

Enabling remote inspection and operation. 

● reducing the need for workers to be present in a dangerous environment 
● reducing the stress factor that occurs when working during short time-slots 

● improving inspection quality 
● enabling remote analysis 

Enabling access to infrastructure without track occupancy. 
● enabling flexibility 

● reducing the need for gaps in the timetable for maintenance inspection and operation 
● reducing the need for track-bound vehicles 

Enabling access to infrastructure without the need of roads. 
● improved time-efficiency compared to walking along the tracks 

● enabling accessibility to areas difficult to reach 

The research performed in the thesis have resulted in 15 identified use case scenarios which 
have the potential of creating value in the railway industry. The use case scenarios and the 
general insights stated above answer the formulated research question: 
How can the use of UAVs create significant value within the railway industry?  
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11.2 Discussion 

Since the project started with a predefined technology as a frame (applied research), the main 
purpose of the chosen research methodology was to complement the technology driven 
approach with a need seeking approach. The railway stakeholder user study was therefore 
heavier than the UAV user study in order to identify the needs of using UAVs in the railway 
industry.  

The authors’ knowledge about both railways and UAVs was initially limited. The lack of 
experience within the two fields of research might have affected the quality of the results 
negatively even if more knowledge and deeper understanding was gained successively during 
the project. However, the lack of experience might have generated insights from a different 
perspective and questioned processes and activities that were taken for granted by 
experienced professionals.   

The resolution of the technical solutions in the presented use case scenarios was kept at a 
high-level by focusing on functional requirements rather than technical requirements. This 
was made intentionally since the purpose of the thesis was to identify and investigate use case 
scenarios where UAVs have the potential to create value rather than present implementable 
technical solutions. This could open up for questioning about the feasibility of the proposed 
system designs. The proposed use cases therefore, as mentioned in the thesis objective, serve 
as a foundation from where further technical development should be performed, including 
e.g. feasibility tests with prototypes.  

The identified use case scenarios are based on the findings gathered during the thesis project 
which have covered many aspects and areas of the railway industry. Although some aspects 
were intentionally left out of the project scope e.g. other regions than Sweden and 
stakeholders such as train operators (SJ, MTR, Green Cargo etc.) due to the limited time 
frame and amount of human resources. This probably caused missed opportunities of 
identifying needs and use case scenarios for these stakeholders and in other regions.  

The qualitative user study was performed with a limited number of interviewees from each 
stakeholder group. This may have been an affecting factor of the reliability of the user study 
results. The user study results should therefore be considered as indications rather than 
confirmed problem areas. More interviews should be conducted in order to gain more 
statistically reliable results. However, many of the insights and findings gained during the 
user study was confirmed and verified by previous academic research.   

Only one observation was performed due the difficulties in finding opportunities to visit 
worksites for maintenance activities and operations in the railway environment. The required 
safety training was one of the factors that limited the time frame of finding available and 
relevant projects to visit. There was unfortunately only one relevant project to attend (the one 
observed in Sköldinge). Performing more observations would have possibly increased the 
opportunity to gain more insights based on unspoken needs of workers in the railway 
environment.    
The research was focused on identifying use case scenarios that create value for the main line 
railway infrastructure. However, some of the proposed use case scenarios might be applicable 
to activities related to the Mass transit infrastructure, even though the value creation is 
primarily aimed towards Main line related activities.   
The weighing of the evaluation criterias in the decision matrix and the score for each of the 
15 use case scenarios, see section 8.3 Decision matrix, were performed by the authors. This 
method could be questioned of being biased by subjective weighing and scoring by the 
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authors. The weighing could have been more influenced by the stakeholders by involving 
them in the process, which in return could have generated a different result. However, 
research findings e.g. the importance of safety has been the basis of the weighing to keep it as 
objective as possible.   

11.3 Future work 

The thesis was conducted as an initial phase of exploration of UAV applications within the 
railway industry. Therefore, the use case scenarios defined in this report require further 
development. The authors recommend the following for future work: 

● Verify the needs identified in the user study by interviewing a larger sample size of 
relevant users/customers within each use case scenario. 

● Creating and evaluating business cases for the use case scenarios based on user and 
customer insights e.g. product, service etc.  

● Decide on strategy for the development e.g. internal development, external 
development or collaboration etc.  

● Specify detailed functional and performance requirements for the UAV solutions as a 
basis for prototyping and planning test roadmaps. 

● Set up physical and digital prototypes of the UAV solutions in order to perform 
functional and performance tests of the UAV and the payloads.   
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Appendix B: Interview guides 

1. UAV pilot & Surveyor, Sweco
 

 
Intervjuguide Sweco 
Senior Surveyor Sweco Civil 
 
Bakgrund 

● Vilken är din roll i företaget? 
● Hur länge har du jobbat med drönare? 
● Har du/ni på Sweco några erfarenheter inom järnvägsindustrin? 

 
Arbetsuppgifter (med drönare) 

● Hur använder ni drönare i er verksamhet idag? Vilka användningsområden? hur utförde ni 
arbetet tidigare? 

● Hur går det till när ni utför ett drönaruppdrag? (tjänst? olika faser? förberedelser?) 
● Hur många är involverade? (Ute på plats? Totalt, inkl. databearbetning etc.?) 

 
Drönare 

● Vad för typ av drönare använder ni er av? Varför just den/de? 
● Vilka sensorer använder ni? 
● Använder ni drönare för att lokalisera objekt? vad är noggrannheten på lokaliseringen? 
● Använder ni manuell eller automatisk styrning? (fördelar/nackdelar) 

 
Att flyga drönare 

● Vilka svårigheter ställs ni inför när ni använder drönare? (tillstånd, manövrering, 
noggrannhet, för en oerfaren användare?) 

● Vilka är de största fördelarna med att använda drönare tycker du? 
● Finns det några situationer då du aktivt väljer att inte använda en drönare för att samla data? 

När? Varför? 
 
Utveckling av drönare  

● Hur har du upplevt drönarnas utveckling under tiden ni har arbetat med dem? 
● Hur togs den “nya” teknologin emot av folk i branschen när den introducerades? När ni 

började använda er av den? (skepsis? entusiasm?) 
● Har du märkt av några trender den senaste tiden?  
● Hur ser du på framtiden när det kommer till regelverk gällande drönare? 
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2. Analyst ITS, Sweco
 

 
Intervjuguide Sweco 
Analys ITS 
 
Bakgrund 

● Vilken är din roll i företaget? 
 
Arbetsuppgifter (med drönare) 

● Hur använder ni drönare i er verksamhet idag? Vilka användningsområden? hur utförde ni 
arbetet tidigare? 

● Erfarenheter av drönare i andra industriella områden? 
 
 
Drönare 

● Hur arbetar Sweco med drönare alt. andra flygfordon inom trafiksektorn? 
● Svårigheter med att använda drönare inom trafiksektorn? 
● Möjligheter med att använda drönare inom trafiksektorn? 
● Har du/ni på Sweco några erfarenheter inom järnvägsindustrin? 

 
Att flyga drönare 

● Vilka svårigheter ställs ni inför när ni använder drönare? (tillstånd, manövrering, 
noggrannhet, för en oerfaren användare?) 

● Vilka är de största fördelarna med att använda drönare tycker du? 
 
Utveckling av drönare  

● Hur har du upplevt drönarnas utveckling under tiden ni har arbetat med dem? 
● Hur togs den “nya” teknologin emot av folk i branschen när den introducerades? När ni 

började använda er av den? 
● Har du märkt av några trender den senaste tiden?  
● Hur ser du på framtiden när det kommer till regelverk gällande drönare? 
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3. Sibek
 

 
Intervjuguide Sibek 
Commissioning manager / Partner 
 
Bakgrund 

● Vilken är din roll i företaget? 
● Vad har du för erfarenhet inom järnvägsbranschen? 

 
Arbetsuppgifter 

● Vilka typer av uppdrag har ni på Sibek? 

● Vilka är era mest vanliga uppdragsgivare? (trafikverket.. eller företag som bombardier) 
● Hur går en besiktning till? (fysisk kontakt vs. visuellt) 

● Hur ser skillnaden ut för en förbesiktning och erat arbete under en driftsättning? 

● Egna erfarenheter ute på fält av svårigheter och vanligt förekommande problematik 
(Repetitiva, Tidskrävande, Fysiskt krävande, Skillnader depå/längs spår) 

● Vilka säkerhetsrisker finns i ert arbete och vilka säkerhetsåtgärder vidtar ni när ni är ute och 
jobbar vid spåren? 

● Finns det några särskilt utsatta platser, situationer, tidpunkter (dygn, år)  eller komponenter 
som ställer högre krav på ert arbete när ni är ute och arbetar längs spåren? (säkerhet etc.) 

● Använder ni några verktyg eller hjälpmedel under en besiktning? 
● Hur ofta utförs arbete under trafik jämfört med när trafiken är avstängd? 

 

Drönare  
● Hur är er inställning till drönarteknik/ny teknik generellt på företaget? (branschen generellt?) 
● Vad ser du för möjligheter att använda drönare i ert arbete? 
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4. Trafikverket
 

 
Intervjuguide Trafikverket 
Avdelningschef Järnvägssystem Underhåll 
 
Bakgrund 

● Roll i företaget 
● Erfarenhet inom järnväg 

 
Underhåll  

● Hur genomförs leveransuppföljning och de manuella underhållsbesiktningar av järnvägar som 
Trafikverket ansvarar för? 

● Hur ser fördelningen mellan avhjälpande och förebyggande underhåll ut idag? vart läggs mest 
resurser? 

● Hur ser trafikverkets målbild ut gällande fördelningen? Hur arbetar trafikverket för att nå dit?  
● Hur ser ni på tillgängligheten för “tid i spåret”? problem/nuvarande lösning 
● Mest förekommande problemen som uppstår i järnvägen? 
● Allmänna problem/svårigheter Trafikverket ställs inför kopplat till järnvägen 

 
Säkerhet 

● Hur ser Trafikverket på nuvarande säkerhetsrutiner och säkerhetsåtgärder vid arbete vid 
järnväg? Finns det några vanligt förekommande brister/problem? 

 
Flygfordon & drönare 

● Använder Trafikverket flygfordon idag för arbetsuppgifter kopplade till järnvägen? 
● Hur är den allmänna inställningen till nya hjälpmedel och ny teknik generellt i 

tågindustrin/hos Trafikverket? 
● Drönares utmaningar och möjligheter inom järnvägsindustrin? 
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5. Infranord 
 

 
Intervjuguide Infranord  
Platschef & Pensionerad förman 
 
Bakgrund 

● Individuellt: Roll i företaget, Erfarenhet inom järnväg 
● Företaget: Organisation, Relation till Trafikverket 

 
Arbetsuppgifter  (Anläggning, Drift och underhåll, Mät) 

● Främsta arbetsuppgifter/ uppdrag 
● Manuella/maskinella uppgifter/ uppdrag (visuell, fysisk kontakt…) 
● Mest frekvent arbete/ underhåll? 
● Mest frekvent manuellt arbete/ underhåll? 
● Mest kostsamt arbete/ underhåll? 
● Mest tidskrävande arbete/ underhåll? Aktivt vs. proaktivt (Schemalagt Vs. inte schemalagt)  
● Vanligt förekommande svårigheter och problematik 
● Underhåll som saknas idag/bristande kvalitet 

 
Säkerhet (risker och åtgärder) 

● Särskilt utsatta platser, situationer, tidpunkter (dygn, säsong) eller komponenter 
● Hur ofta utförs arbete under trafik? (manuell eller automatisk tågvarnare) 

 
Instrument och hjälpmedel 

● Kostsamma mätningar/instrument/hjälpmedel 
● Vanligast förekommande mätningar (baliser, mäthjul..etc) 
● Mest använda instrument och hjälpmedel 

 
Specifika frågor om tänkbara användningsområden från tidigare research 

● Tester av signalbilder (utförs dessa under drift?) 
● Inspektion av växlar/växeldriv (hur går det till? hur ofta?) 
● Inspektion av rälsbefästningar 
● Balistest (används väskor på samma sätt som på BT?) 
● Tågvarnare (hur går det till? vilka hjälpmedel har testats tidigare?) 
● Leverera reservdelar 
● Inspektion av kontaktledning 
● Inspektera räls 

 
Drönare  

● Inställning till ny teknik generellt/drönarteknik (branschen, Infranord) 
● Möjligheter och potentiella användningsområden  
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Appendix C: User study findings 
1. UAV experts

 
Johan Larsson, UAV-pilot & Surveyor, Sweco 

When the interviewee was asked about the challenges when flying a UAV, he answered: “my missions                
are almost completely automated. When I am on a safe altitude and have done some tests, then I start                   
an automated flight route to get the overlap. It [the UAV] performs the flight… then I take control of                   
the landing”. He indicated that the available flight assistance features today are that well developed               
that they reduce the need for manual maneuvering skills. However, external factors like e.g. wind               
affects the maneuverability of the UAV.  

The Swedish regulations regarding that UAV flights must be within VLOS have reduced the              
efficiency of some missions that have been performed by the interviewee. An example given by the                
UAV pilot was during a road inspection of 8 km where he had to divide it into sections of 1 km since                      
his VLOS were only 500 meters. This resulted in a doubled flight distance for the UAV since the it                   
had to fly 2 km for each kilometer of road. 

Carlos Viktorsson, Analyst ITS, Sweco 

When talking about his view of UAVs from a holistic perspective he said that the functionality of                 
intelligent UAVs could be considered as flying smartphones: “In the report we almost equal them               
with a smartphone, and we can see how much that have happened with smartphones. The app                
development, app services, Swish and all…Mobile Bank ID and all of those things. Imagine one of                
those [smartphone] that flies. That is almost the UAV.” He also drew a general parallel between                
intelligent UAVs and smartphones in terms of the miniaturisation of components; "They're just getting              
thinner and thinner, smaller and smaller, the SIM cards are getting smaller and smaller. Everything               
just gets smaller and and that also benefits the UAV market. " 
 

2. Bombardier Transportation
 

Group interview, ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation 

The participants were handed the following five questions prior to the group interview in order for                
them to prepare and better understand the purpose of the interview.  

- Have you been involved in/or heard about situations on site with less security and/or when               
you have felt unsafe? 

- Are there any tasks you perform when you are at site that are time-consuming, repetitive,               
physically demanding or monotonous? 

- Do you perform any kind of manual work that requires you to walk along the tracks? What                 
kind of work in such cases? 

- What are the common problems you face when working out in the field? 

- Do you have any ideas on how drones could be beneficial for your work out in the field? 
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The group interview showed that several of the current activities performed by the participants near               
the railway tracks were time-consuming and physically demanding both in terms of carrying             
equipment and environmental factors during e.g. balise testing, testing signals, verifying signs etc.             
Problems with working conditions and safety issues during manual inspections and walking along the              
tracks were raised due to e.g. difficulties walking on sleepers. “Walking along the track is often                
challenging and risky, for example, older wooden sleepers become slippery when they are wet or cold.                
This in combination with not optimal distance between the sleepers is makes walking very difficult               
and increase risk of falling.”.  

Another insight from the group discussion was the perception of safety when working in the track                
environment due to factors e.g. poor visibility when working under train supervision, many different              
actors working in a small area, working abroad etc. “ An example from a project in Tanzania: Went                  
with Locomotive for a total of 1860 km at 25-50 km / h (usually around 30 km / h) to document an                      
existing infrastructure that stretched from Tanzania - Congo for planning of new construction. The              
safety situation in these countries is not as in Sweden due to dangerous animals, bandits and corrupt                 
police / military. The documentation took 2 weeks, there is no need for a person to be exposed to that                    
danger and to travel the entire distance.  

Manager representative, ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation 

The problem areas that were discussed were inefficiency and logistical issues when mapping and              
documenting the track and surrounding areas during the projection phase, inefficiency when            
inspecting rail fasteners, switch inspections, safety inspections after storms etc. 

The interviewee’s attitude towards using UAVs within the railway industry was positive were the the               
concerns were not related to technology limitations in terms of the UAV platform but rather the                
performance of sensors. “ I do not think there will be any problem finding a suitable UAV that is                   
stable enough, autonomous etc. On the other hand, the challenge is to find sensors that have good                 
enough performance to later analyze and identify problems automatically.”. Problem areas that were             
discussed were inefficiency and logistical issues when mapping and documenting the track and             
surrounding areas during the projection phase, inefficiency when inspecting rail fasteners, switch            
inspections, safety inspections after storms etc.  

Test Engineer, ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation 

The problems that were discussed were similar to the problems mentioned during the group interview               
e.g. safety concerns when working under train supervision, difficulties getting access to the             
infrastructure due to heavy traffic, physically demanding when testing balises, time consumption            
when inspecting rail fasteners etc. “Today, difficulties arise when balises need to be tested before               
commissioning due to traffic, one does not want to stop the traffic, and it is hard finding gaps. This,                   
unlike commissioning when the track is already closed for traffic.” The engineer also explained in               
more detail of how the related activities were conducted. 
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3. Sibek
 

Mikael Erlandsson, Commissioning manager & Partner, Sibek 

When asking the interviewee of common problems they face in their work, time pressure was one of                 
the main problems when working in the track area. This, due to the limited time available as a result                   
of the heavy traffic load and that many actors work simultaneously in a small area. “Time pressure,                 
often it's too little time in the track to perform the connections. Sometimes it's not just signalling                 
systems then many different parties are working in a small area.”.  

The interviewee was asked of safety risk that occur and what actions are taken in order for prevention.                  
Factors directly affecting safety during their work in the track area is work performed during traffic                
and working nights, when the attention of workers are reduced. “Often it is that you work in a track                   
environment where there are trains in traffic also that you often work nights and long shifts then you                  
are not as attentive. At the same time there are so many rules and regulations.. it's not just going out ..                     
risks for third parties .. therefore the filter system, it is not the same man who inspects as the person                    
who made the installation therefore very good routines to minimize risks.”.  

It was explained that working during train warning was common for work involving visual              
inspections whilst commissioning of a track area is mostly conducted with the track closed for traffic                
since the activities often involve e.g. installation, testing. “We often work with train warning during               
visual/ocular inspection e.g. check balises, signals, signs it is not very ocular during commissioning              
..we need to test the balises with portable balise suitcases. Work in technology areas are almost                
always done during traffic.”.  

 

4. Observations, Construction site
 

The insights from earlier conducted interviews regarding the presence of many different actors             
performing their own tasks simultaneously, was verified during the site visit where there was workers               
present from five different ventures; Sibek, Trafikverket, GSP (Gästrike Signal och Projektering),            
SBB (Signalbanbyggarna an affiliate to NRC Group) and Atkins. The work was to be conducted               
between 21.00 - 08.35 where traffic was closed on the section from 22.00 except for one train that was                   
supposed to pass on a nearby track at 23.53. It was later communicated that the train that was                  
supposed to pass on the nearby track was not going to come, which enabled for continuous work with                  
the construction. At the same time it resulted in missed opportunity for the site visit, since observing                 
how all the workers would communicate and work together when performing required safety             
precautions before the passing train arrived, was no longer possible. 

One of the main subjects that came up during the site visit was related to the working conditions.                  
Working long shifts during the night was strenuous in terms of fatigue, the signalling inspectors said                
that it was very hard to be fully rested since it is difficult to change your regular sleeping habits for                    
one night or weekend. Not being fully rested in return affects the effectiveness.  

Another insight that was verified from earlier interviews was getting an overview of the people and                
the working area. When it became dark i was very difficult to see beyond the strong headlights of the                   
machines and therefore difficult to detect workers in those areas. The problems that were mentioned               
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in earlier interviews regarding the distance between the sleepers, making it difficult to walk, was               
experienced during the site visit. Walking on the cable gutters was also difficult since some of the                 
covers were loose. 
 

5. Trafikverket
 

Sven Ödeen, Manager for Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket 

When discussing manual maintenance inspections, the interviewee raised the concerns of workers            
safety when working in the track area and the potential of reducing the safety risks by automatisation                 
of activities that are performed manually today. “It's a dangerous working environment, just like              
construction sites, so the less you need to be out there with people, the better. I believe that a way to                     
reduce a part is automation of for example monitoring or remove the manual maintenance inspection               
as much as possible, then at least there are some who does not have to be there.”.  

When the interviewee was asked what the main problem Trafikverket faces when it comes to               
maintenance and operations, the problematic relation between increase in traffic and getting access to              
the infrastructure for maintenance activities was raised. “It's very connected to access to the              
infrastructure and also if you think of when the traffic demand goes up a problem might be to get the                    
capacity on the market to simply deliver it.”.  

The interviewee was asked about how Trafikverket look at the future of maintenance operations and               
activities. The answer was that focus should be on digitalisation and automation of processes and               
activities in order to reduce the amount of manual maintenance inspections in the track area. “The                
trend is clear that we do not really want to be out in the track and check, for several reasons, whether                     
it's work environment, safety but also to increase the quality of the follow-up. That you should more or                  
less be able to have it online.”. 

 

6. Infranord
 

Torbjörn Annell, site manager & Kent Jonsson, retired foreman 

The problem areas that were discussed during the interview at Infranord were; manual inspections,              
safety, track occupancy, vegetation, temporary monitoring, project overview and some general           
discussions. 

During the interview when asked if and how often maintenance work is performed whilst traffic is                
running on the tracks, it was explained that performing maintenance activities during traffic was              
avoided as much as possible for safety reasons. “We try to get closed tracks for safety reasons. It's                  
everyone's working environment, but we often perform movement in the track environment. Then you              
check the traffic situation and time-table and monitor for incoming trains according to regulations,              
but we do not perform larger jobs under surveillance.” .  
When discussing further, the problem with getting access to the infrastructure was raised, this in line                
with the insights identified in the initial phase of the research. One of the problems is due to the need                    
for planning far in advance, 18 months for closing traffic on a track for e.g. a week, in order to                    
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implement it in the yearly traffic schedule. “In order get a closed track for maintenance work e.g. one                  
week, then you have to be out and apply a total of 18 months before. So there is really long planning                     
in order for operators of passenger and cargo trains to know that they we will not be able to pass.                    
They might need to have to make direct the train to go a different route . If it’s passenger trains they                     
often use buses.”. It was also explained that all other work in need of closed tracks that had not been                    
scheduled 18 months in advance required that the request was sent in at least 6-12 weeks prior in                  
order to get a couple of hours during one night. “and in those situations when we do not have a                    
scheduled week in advance and we are in need of time on the tracks. Then we send in a request 6-12                     
weeks before and can get e.g. one night 22:45-03:15 to work on the tracks.”. These hours usually                 
occur during night since getting access during daytime is very difficult due to the heavy traffic load.  

Another insight regarding safety was that most accidents that happen to workers, occur when working               
on a closed track and a nearby track is open for traffic. “That's where the accidents happen, on                  
adjacent tracks open for traffic. If we have a job we will close the track, and then nothing will happen.                    
It is always on the adjacent tracks when people are in the wrong place.”. 

 

7. Survey
 

When asked if there was any time consuming activities when working in the railway environment, all                
respondents answered yes . The following question was what activities and in what way they were time                
consuming where some of the respondents answered e.g. all activities or that maintaining all safety               
precautions (both in terms of traffic and electrical) is time consuming. The respondents were then               
asked if they perform any manual work that requires them to walk along the tracks the survey showed                  
that 7 of the 10 respondents perform manual work by walking along the tracks either often or daily in                   
their work. Different types of inspections were the most common activity performed by walking along               
the tracks. 

The respondents were asked what common problems they face when working out on site, 5 of 8                 
respondents said getting time by tracks was the most common problem. “Times to work by the tracks,                 
usually nights and not so long coherent timeslots .”. Which verified insights from both earlier research               
and interviews with other stakeholders that showed problems with getting access to the infrastructure. 

When asked if there has been situations where the respondent had felt unsafe the respondents               
answered situation e.g. when trains run nearby, working with train warning, working nights, not fully               
rested, bad line of sight etc. The respondents were then asked how often they perform work whilst                 
traffic is running, 50% of the respondents answered often and 30 % answered daily while the rest                 
answered sometimes.  
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Appendix D: Survey questions 
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Appendix E: Problem areas 

1. General Insights
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2. Safety
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3. Wayside
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4. Infrastructure
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5. Sudden Obstacles/ Situations
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6. Vegetation & Project Planning
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Appendix F: Use case scenarios 
 
IDEAS & POTENTIAL UAV USE CASES BASED ON RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
Each use case scenario were divided into two parts: Scenario and Use case.  
 
Scenario 

● Defining the overall mission and what current solutions are being used today. 

● Problem description: What are the main problems that occur in the scenario with current              
solutions. 

● Timeline: During which phases of the service life does the scenario take place. 

Use case 
● Description of how UAVs would create value in the scenario and its basic characteristics. 

● Benefits: What benefits does the use of UAVs have in the scenario. 

● Mandatory functional requirements: What mandatory functions would the UAV platform          
require in order to create value in the scenario. 

● Optional functional requirements: What optional functions could the UAV have in order to be              
optimised and enhance the value creation in the scenario. 

● Challenges: What challenges could occur when developing UAVs for  the scenario. 

● Alternative solutions: What alternative solutions could be developed/used instead of UAVs in            
the scenario (potential threats).  

● Customer Value: What value the solution creates for the customers/users. 
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1. TRAIN WARNING
 

SCENARIO 
Train warning is used to detect incoming trains in order to warn and evacuate railway workers from                 
the tracks in time. Train warning is mainly used in three scenarios; when working at a track open for                   
traffic, when working on a track nearby traffic or when moving along tracks . Due to safety                
regulations from Trafikverket, the track needs to be evacuated 15 seconds before a train passes the                
workplace. Today there are two methods of train warning allowed, manual or automatic.  

Normally in a manual system, a worker visually supervises the track in both directions relative the                
workplace in order to detect incoming trains. Based on the maximum allowed speed of the track and                 
the evacuation time estimated by the P&S leader, an approximate minimum allowed visibility range is               
calculated and has to be verified at the workplace. The minimum range of visibility varies a lot                 
depending on these parameters. E.g. a situation where the track has a maximum allowed speed of 160                 
km/h and the evacuation time is estimated to 25 seconds, an approximation of the the minimum                
allowed visibility range is 1800 meters (Trafikverket, 2016).  

Automatic systems are based on rail-mounted sensors placed at a calculated distance from the              
workplace, also based on the maximum allowed train speed and evacuation time. The sensors              
automatically activate warning signals at the workplace when a train passes (Schweizer Electronic,             
2009).  

Problems 
Limited VLOS: A train warner standing on the ground by the track has a limited VLOS, even if the                   
track is straight for kilometers from the workplace. The surrounding environment or the track layout,               
e.g. hillsides or curves, are also factors that could limit the VLOS. Today, that is solved in an                  
inefficient manner by using multiple train warners, e.g. one in each end of the workplace or at every                  
curve . 1

Concentration/focus difficulties: When using manual train warning, the person has to keep watch for              
incoming trains in both railway directions simultaneously which requires a constant high level of              
focus. It is recommended that a train warner should work no more than two hours without a break                  
(Jernhusen, 2018). 

Masked sound from trains: In addition to visual supervision, listening for the sound of an incoming                
train could be used to detect it. Surrounding circumstances such as snow on the ground, vegetation,                
hills or mountains could mask the sound of trains which puts higher demands on the visual                
surveillance .  2

S ystem immobility: The warning system needs to be mobile when moving along the tracks or at                
worksites with progression pace. The sensors in the automatic system thus need to continuously be               
moved manually with the same pace as the work progression which takes time and effort .   3

“Feeling of insecurity when there is poor line of sight” 

Signalling inspector,  Survey: “Working in a railway environment” 
  

 

1 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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1. TRAIN WARNING 
USE CASE 
A train-warning system based on UAVs improves the safety for workers by the track and increases the                 
probability to perform railway related work without the need for stopping traffic. By using              
cameras/sensors mounted on one or multiple UAVs, that fly at a height above the power lines will                 
provide a bird’s eye view and thus increase visibility range of the train warner. The UAV platform                 
would enable surveillance of incoming trains in both a stationary and moving work mode. 
 
Benefits  
Worker safety: The bird’s eye view from the UAV helps the train warner to detect incoming trains                 
earlier than manual train warning which will give the workers more time for evacuating the track.  

Resource efficiency: Using multiple UAVs instead of multiple train warners reduces the amount of              
people by the track in situations where the surrounding environment or the track layout limits the                
VLOS. 

Working conditions: A dual-camera system on the UAV with split-screen interface reduces the             
physical demand of the train warner by eliminating the need of keeping watch in two directions                
simultaneously.  

Improved system mobility: The UAVs are flexible and mobile in situations that require movement              
along the tracks. 

Mandatory functional requirements  
● Hovering: The UAV needs to stay positioned steadily in one specific position in the air when                

performing work at stationary sites.  
● Fly above the power lines: The UAV needs to fly above the power lines in order to ensure                  

birds eye view and avoid track occupancy. 
● Mobile: The UAV needs to be able to operate during movement as the work progresses or                

during movement along the track. 
● Follow people autonomously: The UAV needs the possibility to move in the same pace as               

people walking along the track.  
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to send live video footage to the train warner/operator both               

during day and night.  
● Endurance: The UAV need to be able to fly for at least 2 hours to at least match the                   

maximum working time for a manual train warner. 
● Dual Power supply: The UAV platform need to be compatible with both an integrated power               

supply and enable for connection to an external power supply e.g. base station, power lines               
etc to enable long endurance in a stationary position.  

 
Optional functional requirements  

● Automatic train detection: An automatic detection system would support the train warner to             
detect incoming trains. This, by a software that processes the data (from either cameras or e.g.                
thermal cameras) using object detection algorithms. An automatic detection system could           
enable for faster detection and reduce the customer effort. 

● Obstacle avoidance: A UAV programmed to avoid obstacles such as power lines and             
vegetation would increase the flight safety. 
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Challenges 
Endurance vs. Size & Mobility: Optimising the endurance of the UAV compromises with its size and                
weight due to the increased battery size. A tethered solution has an almost unlimited endurance but are                 
less mobile than regular UAVs. 

Degree of automation: By fulfilling the optional functional requirements, the challenge lies in how              
much the workers trusts the technology as it gets more autonomous.  

Alternative solutions 
● Workers at the Central Traffic Control warns manually when trains approach the work site. 
● CBi sends automatic warning when trains approach the work site.  
● Automatic system with sensors detecting vibrations in the rail.  

 
Customer Value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Increasing the feeling of safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the amount of manual train warners required and reducing the               
customer effort required. 
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2. RAIL FASTENINGS & SLEEPER INSPECTION
 

SCENARIO 
Rail fastenings and sleepers are components in the support structure of the railway tracks. The rails                
are fixed to the sleepers (e.g. wood, concrete) by the rail fastenings (e.g. nails, bolts, heyback, pandrol                 
E-clip, pandrol fastclip). All construction is today done with concrete sleepers and pandrol fastclip,              
although wooden sleepers are still used on old lines with less traffic (Trafikverket, 2015a).  

Sleepers and fastenings need to be inspected and replaced if necessary, since rotten sleepers reduce               
the stability of rail fastenings (mostly nails) and could cause driven rails. Replacing sleepers is a                
common maintenance activity, Infranord replace up to 20 000 wooden sleepers per year. The              
inspection of sleepers is done with measuring trains periodically, but needs to be complemented with               
visual manual maintenance inspection by walking along the track and inspect each sleeper and its four                
attached fastenings . 

4

Problems 
Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking several kilometers along the tracks is both time consuming              
and resource inefficient since at least two people need to be present . 

5

Safety: Train warning for movement along the track is performed by walking in the direction towards                
traffic and one person looking backwards to detect incoming trains from behind. The area near the                
railway is a dangerous environment and pose risks to the workers e.g. get hit by train, get stuck, get                   
cuts or injuries . 

6

Missed information: Walking along the tracks is repetitive (4 fastenings/sleeper, 40-92 cm distance             
between sleepers (Trafikverket, 2013)) and physically challenging (slippery sleepers, high or steep            
embankments) which increase the risk of missing faulty components (Juric Kacunic and Car, 2016).  
Track occupancy: Using measuring trains requires track occupancy.  

 

“The trend is clear, we do not want to be out by the tracks and check. For                 

several reasons: Working environment, Safety, Increase of quality of         

follow-up ” 
- Trafikverket, Interview: 2018-04-19 

 

 
 

   

4 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
5 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
6 Construction Manager, Strukton Rail. Working in a railway environment. Online Survey 2018. 
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2. RAIL FASTENINGS & SLEEPER INSPECTION
 

USE CASE 
Rotten or damaged sleepers and broken or missing rail fastenings will be detected by using a UAV                 
mounted with a sensors for visual capturing and material profiling that travels along the track, above                
the power lines. 
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual maintenance inspection: in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

7

Reduced track occupancy: by performing the inspection from a height above the power lines. 

Improved working conditions: by reducing the need for workers to be near the tracks. 

Improved inspection quality: by reducing the human error factor that rises with the manual inspection               
which is both repetitive and performed in an environment difficult to walk. 

Improved efficiency: a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher speed than walking along the                
tracks.  

Flexibility: UAVs are independent of ground-based infrastructure, thus enabling more flexibility when            
planning and performing maintenance inspections. 

Mandatory Functional Requirements  
● Fly above the power lines: In order to fully create value in terms of efficiency and to avoid                  

track occupancy. 
● Hover : The UAV needs to be able to stop the recording/analysis and hover in one position                

when trains pass in order to not miss sleepers and fastenings beneath a passing train. 
● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                

tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimize the required flight skills from the user/pilot. 

● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to capture either images or video footage that can be               
analysed for faults and defects. 

● Minimum Range: 8 km. (DJI, 2016) 

● Map out object coordinates : The UAV needs to have a system for identifying the locations of                
the detected faults e.g. RTK GPS for centimeter accuracy (NovAtel, 2012). 

● Obstacle avoidance: Since it probably will be flown BVLOS.  

 
Optional Functional Requirements 

● Automatically detect anomalies and missing objects; The solution should preferably contain a            
software for automatically detect anomalies and missing objects in the recorded footage rather             
than manual analysis in order to make the analysis more time efficient and reduce the required                
customer effort. 

Challenges 
Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) and maximum transmission distance certifications (CE, FCC). 

  

7 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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Degree of automation vs. system complexity: Increasing the degree of automation will directly             
increase the system complexity. Therefore it is important to consider the purpose of the automation               
and to what extent the UAV mission should perform the overall mission in order to ensure efficiency. 

Visual inspection: might require advanced sensors in order to detect faults e.g. rotten wooden sleepers. 

Alternative solutions 
● Implement the sensors for detecting missing or damaged rail fastenings on measuring trains 
● Implement the sensors for detecting missing or damaged rail fastenings on trains in traffic 
● Replace wooden sleepers with concrete sleepers and Pandrols 

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Increasing the inspection quality, working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections and reducing the customer              
effort required. 
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3. LIGHT SIGNALS & SIGN INSPECTION
 

SCENARIO 
Light signals and signs are wayside equipment with the purpose of communicating information to the               
train driver. The signs often contain location based information e.g. speed limit, kilometer position,              
route type, site information. Light signals direct trains according to the current traffic situation .  

8

The light signal needs testing after replacing or installing a new signal in order to verify that the                  
signals follow the regional signalling rules. The direction of the signal also needs to be inspected so                 
that the light is projected into the drivers cabin at a specific distance, dependent on the maximum                 
allowed speed. The positioning is done by one person adjusting the signal and one person standing on                 
a ladder at the given distance .  

9

The position of both signals and signs need to also be verified in order for the information to be                   
accurate for the current location of the sign and/or light signal . The inspection and testing is today                 

10

performed by visual manual inspection and using a measuring wheel together with kilometer signs to               
verify the position of wayside objects . 

11

Problem description 
Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking several kilometers along the tracks to verify objects is              
both time consuming and resource inefficient since at least two people need to be present. Testing one                 
signal requires at least 2 people, one controlling the light signal and one visually observing the light,                 
testing one signal can take up to 2 h .  

12

Working conditions : The workers need to walk long distances in both a challenging and dangerous               
environment. 

 
“Testing one signal can take up to two hours. ” 

- Bombardier Transportation, Group Interview: 2018-03-01 
 
 

 

 
  

8 Rail & Track Consulting. Safety Training, BASÄVISTA. 2018-05-02 Rosersberg 
9 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
10 Mikael Erlandsson, Commissioning manager & Partner, Sibek. Phone Interview 2018-04-13. 
11 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
12 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group Interview: 2018-03-01 
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3. LIGHT SIGNALS & SIGN INSPECTION
 

USE CASE 
Using UAVs for light signal and sign inspections would result in making the inspection process more                
time and resource efficient and improve the working conditions for the inspectors. This by using a                
UAV mounted with a sensor for visual capturing that steams the footage live to the operator and thus                  
remotely can inspect both signals and signs.  
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual maintenance inspection, in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

13

Improved working conditions, by reducing the need for workers to be near the tracks. 

Improved efficiency, a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher travel speed than walking along                
the tracks and reducing the required amount of people to only one operator. 

Flexibility, using a UAV platform independent of routes and tracks enables more flexibility when              
planning and performing maintenance inspections. 

Mandatory Functional Requirements  
● Fly above the power lines: In order to fully create value in terms of efficiency when travelling                 

longer between objects and to avoid track occupancy when inspecting signs. 
● Fly below power lines: In order to verify that signals are projected in the correct position. 
● Hovering: The UAV needs to be able to stop and hover in one position in front of a signal in                    

order to inspect all signal combinations during testing. 
● Obstacle avoidance: In order to avoid objects and structures when the UAV is beneath the               

power lines. 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to capture live video footage that can be analysed to verify                

signals and signs. 
● Measure distance to object: The UAV needs to be able to measure the distance to a light                 

signal, in order to verify the correct projection.  
● Minimum Range: 4 km (DJI, 2016). 
● Location detection: The UAS needs to have a system for detecting the location of objects e.g.                

detect kilometer signs, RTK GPS (NovAtel, 2012). 
 
Optional Functional Requirements  

● Automatic signal recognition: The solution should preferably contain a software for           
automatically recognise and verify the signals in the recorded footage rather than manual             
analysis in order to make the analysis more time efficient and reduce the customer effort. 

● Automatic position verification: The solution should preferably contain a software for           
automatically recognising and verifying the position of objects in the recorded footage in             
order to make the analysis efficient. 

Challenges 
Flying below power lines:  Ensure both drone and infrastructure safety 

Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation will directly             
increase the system complexity. Therefore it is important to consider the purpose of the automation               
and to what extent the UAV mission should perform the overall mission in order to ensure both time                  
and resource efficiency. 

13 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; Endurance (battery time and weight) and Regulations e.g. Maximum authorized flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) and Maximum Transmission Distance Certifications (CE, FCC). 

Future: No need for wayside signals as railway infrastructure move towards ERTMS Level 2 and               
Level 3 (ERTMS, 2014). 

Alternative solutions 

● Equip light signals with gyro sensors for automatic correction according to a reference             
position 

● Sensors on trains detecting misaligned signals for fault detection (during) 
● Test locomotives (before)  

 
Customer Value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Increasing the working conditions. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the amount of workers needed, time for performing inspections              
and reducing the customer effort required.  

10 



 

4. SWITCH INSPECTION
 

SCENARIO 
Switches redirect trains from one track to another in order to enable an efficient traffic flow. The                 
Swedish railway system is built up by 15 226 switches, and Trafikverket owns around 12 000 of them                  
(Trafikverket, 2017a). Switches need to be manually inspected up to 5 times a year depending on the                 
class of inspection to ensure their function and the railway safety. The class is defined by a                 
combination of parameters as e.g. the maximum allowed speed and the traffic load of the track                
(Wickström, 2008). 

Switches normally have both stationary and a movable parts. The movable part normally consists of a                
bendable rail blade that is mechanically driven by a point machine which enables the function of                
redirecting the train to another track. To ensure that the blade is in the right position after it has been                    
moved, there are so called TKKs (Tongue detection contact) mounted on the blade. If the distance is                 
more than 3 mm between the blade and its supporting rail, the TKK will automatically stop the traffic                  
from passing the switch (Blomqvist and Blomqvist, 2013). 

The inspection tasks performed during a manual switch inspection could be classified into four              
categories; visual, instrumented, point machine-related and other inspection tasks (Rusu, 2015). The            
tasks involve both visual and physical measurements between different components in the switch and              
verifying the functionality of the switch in terms of movement. This in order to secure the function of                  
the switch, both short and long term.  

Problems 
Inefficiency: switch inspections involve several time-consuming tasks (measurements and         
functionality tests) and require at least two people . 

14

Working conditions: there is often long distances between switches which require the inspectors to              
walk these distances in the challenging environment. 

Finding gaps in traffic: the time available for switch inspections is limited due to the heavy traffic                 
load. 

 

“Inspection of switches are done up to 5 times a year per switch. The              

inspections are done by walking along the track performing visual inspection           

and measurements, on top of measuring vehicles.” 
- Infranord, Interview: 2018-04-17 

 
 

 

14 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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4. SWITCH INSPECTION 
USE CASE 
A switch-inspecting UAV will improve the efficiency when performing the visual inspection of             
switches. The UAV will capture high-resolution visual and 3D data to be remotely analysed by the                
technicians. The solution has the potential to help planning and prioritising maintenance activities of              
switches. The UAV solution might not eliminate the need of people that physically performs switch               
inspections entirely due to the need of physical inspecting activities of e.g. the point machines.               
However, using a UAV enables for performing visual measurements remotely and thus reducing the              
total manual inspection time required by the tracks.  
 
Benefits 
Improved working conditions: by reducing the amount of manual measurements taken at the site              
which in return result in reducing the time needed for workers to be by the tracks which is both a                    
challenging and dangerous environment. 

Improved efficiency: by reducing the total inspection time at the site. 

Reducing manual inspection: in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual maintenance             
inspection . 

15

Mandatory functional requirements 
● Hovering: the UAV must be able to stay positioned steadily in the same position in the air. 
● Visual capturing, The UAV needs to capture live video footage in order to enable functional               

tests of switches that includes point blade movement.  
● 3D-capturing: The UAV should capture a visual 3D representation of the switch components             

to enable accurate inspection measurements and wear to be analysed remotely. This mounting             
3D scanning  devices with high accuracy e.g. Handyscan 3D (Creaform, 2012).  

● Fly below power lines: in order to capture accurate 3D-data with high-resolution. 
● Minimum range: 4 km. 
● Automatic flight route: The solution should contain a software to automatically fly in a              

predetermined pattern above switches and between switches (e.g. Precisionflight)         
(PrecisionHawk, 2017). 

● Obstacle avoidance: The UAV need to avoid obstacles autonomously in order to ensure flight              
safety. 

● Quick evacuation routine: The UAV needs to be programmed with a fast evacuation routine              
that can be activated when trains approach. 

 
Optional functional requirements 

● Measure distances autonomously: The solution should preferably contain a software for           
automatic measuring of key distances in the visual representation of the switch rather than              
manual analysis in order to make the analysis more time efficient. 

 
Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (GPS accuracy,             
measuring distances) will directly increase the created value but also the system complexity.  

Sensor resolution: The solution needs a high measurement accuracy. 

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   

15 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) and maximum transmission distance certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Droid, a track bound unmanned vehicle that perform accurate measurements closer to the             

switch components. 
● Measuring vehicles.  

 
Customer Value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Increasing the working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections.  
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5. BALISE TESTING
 

SCENARIO 
Balises are components in the Automatic Train Protection, ATP e.g. ATC2 and ETCS. The balise               
sends information to a passing trains on-board system and is tele-powered by the Balise Transmission               
Module, BTM, located under the train. The train receives telegrams from the balise with the balise ID,                 
location and information about e.g. the maximum allowed speed and the gradient of the track. Balises                
could be either fixed or controlled, sending the same or different information respectively to every               
passing train. Balises are placed in groups in order to transmit more information e.g. direction of the                 
train, distance to next balise but also to provide information if one balise fails.  

In order for the ATP to work safely, the balises need to provide the correct information to the trains.                   
Verifying the function of balises during commissioning or after a balise replacement are today              
performed manually by using a portable balise programming and test equipment (PTE) encapsulated             
in a portable field case. The verification requires at least two engineers to walk between groups of                 
balises and can normally manage to test 10-15 balises a day (ERTMS Solutions, 2017). Another               
possible method is to use a specific test vehicle to receive the transmitted information.  

Problems 
Inefficiency: The manual tests of balises are time consuming and resource inefficient since at least                
two technicians need to walk long distances between balise groups and can only check 10-15 balises a                 
day.  

Working conditions: Walking in the railway environment put high physical demands on the engineers              
due to e.g. the challenging ground surface (macadam and slippery sleepers). Carrying the heavy PTE,               
weighing up to 17 kg, increases the risk of injuries .  

16

Cost: Using a test vehicle during a commissioning is expensive and is not always available . 
17

 
 

“Manual checks of balises are both heavy and time consuming”  
- Bombardier Transportation, Interaction: 2018-02-06 

 

 
 
  

16 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
17 Ibid. 
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5. BALISE TESTING
 

USE CASE 
A solution using UAVs for verifying balises will improve the efficiency by reducing both the time and                 
number of technicians required. Migrating the portable PTE to a UAV platform would enable for the                
technicians to receive the transmitted balise telegrams without being physically present by the balises.   
 
Benefits 
Improved working conditions: Eliminating the need for workers to carry the heavy balise PTE for long                
distances in a challenging environment.  

Improved time efficiency: Reducing the time required for testing the balise telegrams by transporting              
the device between balise groups by flight instead of walking along the tracks. Improved time               
efficiency will in return result in better time management and reduce construction delays that in return                
cause traffic delays and is costly (penalty fines, at least 15 000 SEK/ train for every started 10                  
minutes, without any limit) . 

18

Improved resource efficiency: Reducing the number of technicians required for testing the balise             
telegrams since only the operator/pilot is required or neither if fully automated. 

Future needs : Balises will be an important object in the ERTMS signalling system, thus will the need                 
of testing balises remain in the future. 

Mandatory functional requirements  
● Hover & land: The UAV needs to be able to hover when reaching a balise group and then                  

land on a specific balise in order to receive the telegram.  
● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                

tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimise the level of required knowledge from the user/pilot. 

● Fly below power lines: In order to fly near or land on balises. 
● Obstacle avoidance: In order to avoid objects and structures when the UAV is beneath the               

power lines. 
● Electrify balise: The UAV and its mounted PTE must be in close enough distance to the                

non-electrified balise in order to activate it by electrification . 
19

● Read balise telegrams: In order to give the technicians, the information required to verify the               
balise function.  

● Minimum Range: 2 km (based on an estimated average distance between balise groups of 1               
20

km). 
 
Optional functional requirements 

● Autonomously detect balises: The solution should preferably contain sensors and software for            
automatically detecting balises. 

● Autonomously verify balise telegram: The solution should preferably contain a software for            
automatically recognise and verify the balise telegrams in order to make the analysis more              
time efficient and reduce the customer effort. 

 
  

18 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
19 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
20 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
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Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation will directly             
increase the system complexity. Therefore it is important to consider the purpose of the automation               
and to what extent the UAV mission should perform the overall mission in order to ensure both time                  
and resource efficiency. 

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Payload vs Size: To manage the high payload of the PTE (17 kg) the UAV needs to be powerful. With                    
more power, the size of the UAV will increase.  

Alternative solutions 
● Test-vehicle 
● Droid: An unmanned track bound vehicle equipped with the portable balise suitcase. 

 
Customer Value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing test, the amount of technicians requires,               
cost and reducing the customer effort required. 
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6. POWER LINE INSPECTION
 

SCENARIO 
Overhead power lines transmit power, normally 15 000 volts, to the train via the train’s pantograph.                
The power line system is built up by a number of important components such as the electrified contact                  
wire, the support wire, the carrying wire, cantilevers and the transformators (Gustafsson, 2014).  

A common problem for the functionality of the power lines and thus the railway traffic is fallen or                  
damaged contact wires. Preventive maintenance of the power lines is e.g. done by controlling the               
vegetation near the tracks in order to reduce the risk of fallen trees over the power lines. Detection of                   
damaged, sagging or wrinkled power lines is important in order to repair the power lines before they                 
lose their function (Gustafsson, 2014). The insulators in porcelain or composite between the             
electrified contact wire and the power line post prevents the power line post itself from being                
electrified. Micro cracks in the insulators can cause insulation failure as a consequence . 

21

Some parameters that are analysed and collected during the preventive maintenance, e.g. the dynamic              
geometry of the contact wire and the forces between the train’s pantograph and the contact wire are                 
collected automatically by sensors on a measuring vehicles (Banverket, 2006). Some components are             
today inspected manually, e.g. the condition of carrying wires and insulators. Inspections of these              
components are performed manually by using a track-bound vehicle to get a closer view. When a                
track-bound vehicle is unavailable or the traffic situation limits the use of them, these inspections               
could be done manually from the ground, e.g. the insulators are inspected by knocking on them with                 
an insulated rod in order to detect micro cracks by listen to the sound .  

22

Problems 
Inefficiency: Manual inspection of insulators and carrying wires by walking several kilometers along             
the tracks is both time consuming and resource inefficient since at least two people need to be present                 

. 
23

Safety: Risks for the maintenance workers safety occurs when working at a height of approximately 5                
meters. Working closely to the high-voltage power lines increases the risk of e.g. electrical flashovers. 

Track occupancy: Using measuring trains requires track occupancy.  

 

“Micro cracks can cause failure that are detected either by using a bus, vehicle or               

walking manually with an insulated rod, knocking and listening which is very time             

consuming! Enough time is not given for manual inspection” 
-Infranord, Interview 2018-04-17 

 

21 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
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6. POWER LINE INSPECTION 
USE CASE 
A UAV with sensors for visual capturing that either streams the footage live to the operator or stores                  
the recorded footage, makes it possible to remotely inspect e.g. insulators and carrying wires.  
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual maintenance inspection: in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

24

Improved safety for workers: by reducing the need for workers to be near the high-voltage power                
lines, work at heights and work near the track. 

Improved efficiency: a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher travel speed than walking along                
the tracks and reducing the required amount of people to one. 

Flexibility: using a UAV platform independent of ground-based infrastructure enables more flexibility            
when planning and performing maintenance inspections. 

Mandatory functional requirements 
● Visual capturing: The sensor needs to capture high-resolution images in order to enable             

zooming in at specific components. A live stream of the captured video material is necessary               
to give the technicians instant data to be analysed manually.  

● Hovering: The UAV needs to stop and fly steadily in the same position to inspect components                
more in detail or at a closer distance.  

● Fly above the power lines: In order to capture high-quality video/images from an optimal              
height and angle towards the power lines without occupying the tracks.  

● Obstacle avoidance: Keeps the UAV autonomously at a safe distance from the power lines,              
minimising the risk of harming either the UAV or the infrastructure.  

● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                
tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimize the level of required knowledge from the user/pilot. 

● Minimum range:  4 km. 
Optional functional requirements 

● Autonomously detect power line anomalies: The solution should preferably contain a software            
for automatic detection of faults and anomalies in e.g. insulators or lines in order to make the                 
analysis more time efficient and reduce the customer effort. 

Challenges 
Degree of automation vs System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (follow the rail and               
fault detection) will directly increase the system complexity. Therefore it is important to consider the               
purpose of the automation and to what extent the UAV mission should perform the overall mission in                 
order to ensure both time and resource efficiency.  

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

 
Alternative solutions 

24 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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● Measuring vehicle: the use of high-speed vehicles equipped with corresponding sensors and            
data quality. 

 
Customer Value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections and removing the need for               
track occupancy.  
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7. RAIL JOINT INSPECTION
 

SCENARIO 
Smaller railway lines with less traffic are usually constructed with jointed rails, where the distance of                
the gap at the joint depends on the rail temperature. The rails need to be aligned at the joint and the                     
distance between the rails need to follow the material properties for given rail temperatures in order to                 
avoid derailment and bending. Jointed rails need a lot of maintenance due to the high risk of unwanted                  
rail movement compared to welded rails . Jointed rails increase the risk of “sun kink”, buckling of the                 

25

track due to extreme heat due to less resistance for dislocations than welded rails, which in return                 
cause traffic delays (Trafikverket, 2015b). Jointed rails usually come in lengths of 40, 60 or 80 meters                 
(Nyquist, 2010) and current inspection of rail joint alignments is performed manually by measuring              
the distance between the rails at the joint at specific temperatures. 
 
Problems 
Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking along the tracks is both time consuming and resource              
inefficient since at least two people need to be present . 

26

Working conditions : The workers need to walk long distances in both a challenging and dangerous               
environment. 

 
“Smaller lines with jointed tracks are where there is the most problems. The             

rails should not be crooked at the joint and the distance between the rails are               

measured at specific temp. Continuous welded rail have rarely any issues. “ 
-  Infranord, Interview: 2018-04-17 

 

 
 
  

25 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
26 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
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7. RAIL JOINT INSPECTION
 

USE CASE 
The use of a UAV in the scenario of rail joint inspection enables remote inspection and would make                  
the preventive maintenance inspection process more time and resource efficient whilst improving the             
working conditions for the inspectors This by using a UAV with sensors for thermal and visual                
capturing that records footage to be analysed for fault detection.  
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual maintenance inspection, in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

27

Improved efficiency, a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher travel speed than walking along                
the tracks and reducing the required amount of people to only one operator. 

Improved working conditions, by reducing the need for workers to walk long distances along the               
tracks which is both a challenging and dangerous environment. 

Flexibility, using a UAV platform independent of ground-based infrastructure enable more flexibility            
when planning and performing maintenance inspections. 

Mandatory Functional Requirements 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to be equipped with sensors to capture high-resolution             

images in order to enable zooming in at specific components. The footage should enable post               
processing on orthographic images for measuring the gap in joints.  

● Hovering: The UAV needs to stop and fly steadily in low speed in order to capture high                 
resolution images.  

● Fly above the power lines: In order to capture high-quality video/images without occupying             
the tracks.  

● Obstacle avoidance: Keeps the UAV autonomously at a safe distance from the power lines,              
minimising the risk of harming either the UAV or the railway infrastructure.  

● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to either follow the tracks              
autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to minimize the               
level of required knowledge from the user/pilot. 

● Minimum range:  4 km (level 2). 
● Map out object coordinates: The solution needs to map out the GPS-coordinates for the              

objects that are analysed.  
 
Optional Functional Requirements 

● Locate rail joints autonomously: The solution should preferably contain a software for            
automatically recognise rail joints to make the capturing more time efficient. 

● Measure distances autonomously: The solution should preferably contain a software for           
automatically recognise and measure the distance in the gaps and compare with reference             
value for given rail temperatures in order to make the analysis more time efficient. 

 
Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (GPS accuracy,             
measuring distances) will directly increase the system complexity. Therefore it is important to             
consider the purpose of the automation and to what extent the UAV mission should perform the                

27 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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overall mission in order to ensure both time and resource efficiency. 

Camera resolution vs. cost: The UAV requires a high-resolution camera in order to document the rail                
joints in detail since the distance between the rail and the UAV when flying above the power lines is                   
about 10 m. However, cameras with enough resolution to analyse distances of millimeters from that               
height are in general more costly (Propeller Aero, 2017).  

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Sensors installed at the joint for measuring rail temperature and distance between rails, for              

continuous monitoring. 
● Install sensors on measuring vehicle 

 
Customer Value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections and reducing the customer              
effort required.  
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8. VEGETATION CONTROL
 

SCENARIO 
Vegetation control is needed to ensure that the surrounding vegetation of the railway infrastructure              
follows regulations and restrictions in order to reduce the risk of accidents, traffic disturbance and               
damages on the infrastructure (Trafikverket, 2018a). The regulations involves ensuring vegetation:  

- Does not grow too close to the tracks, near or on power lines 
- Does not impinge on the VLOS at unguarded level crossings 
- All trees within 20 meters from the center of the rails need to be cut down 
- Ensure traffic safety when the wind speed exceed 18 m/s, electrified tracks are closed for               

safety inspection. 
- Ensure proper drainage 

The vegetation control is done thru manual visual inspection by walking along the tracks and using                
laser to measure the VLOS from unguarded level crossings. Planning the maintenance of vegetation              
control can sometimes be done using video footage from measuring vehicles. The vegetation control              
is an important part of the safety inspection of the infrastructure and the documentation from the                
inspection is always checked when accidents occur to ensure insufficient vegetation control was not              
the cause for the accident . 

28

Problems 
Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking several kilometers along the tracks is both time consuming              
and resource inefficient since at least two people need to be present . 

29

Track occupancy: Using measuring trains requires track occupancy. With the increase in traffic comes              
difficulties finding gaps for maintenance activities .  

30

Outdated footage: Measuring vehicles are used periodically which result in several months between             
the footage. There is a need for live/recent footage for improved monitoring and planning of the                
vegetation control . 

31

 
 

“Video footage from measuring vehicles are used to monitor vegetation          

around the tracks. There is a problem with the footage being outdated since             
the vehicles can go with several months in between. Need for accessing live             

footage for better monitoring. ” 
- Infranord, Interview: 2018-04-17 

 
 

 

28 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
29 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
30 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
31 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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8. VEGETATION CONTROL 
USE CASE 
The use of a UAV in the scenario of vegetation control would result in making the safety inspection                  
process more time and resource efficient whilst enabling for more accurate monitoring. This by using               
a UAV with a sensor for visual capturing/3D capturing that travels along the rails, above the power                 
lines,  documenting the current state of the vegetation surrounding the railway infrastructure.  
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual maintenance inspection: in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

32

Avoid track occupancy: by performing the inspection from a height above the power lines. 

Improved efficiency: a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher speed than walking along the                
tracks. 

Improved working conditions: by reducing the need for workers to walk long distances along the               
tracks which is both a challenging and dangerous environment. 

Improved accuracy/relevance of data: since the footage is of the current state resulting in more               
accurate and effective planning of the required maintenance. 

Flexibility: using a UAV platform independent of ground-based infrastructure enables more flexibility            
when performing maintenance inspections. 

Reduce the risk of traffic disruption: due to insufficient vegetation control. 

 
Mandatory Functional Requirements 

● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to capture live video footage that can be analysed to verify                
vegetation growth is within the limit. 

● Fly above the power lines: In order to fully create value in terms of efficiency when travelling                 
longer distances, get an overview of the vegetation growth and to avoid track occupancy. 

● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                
tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimize the level of required knowledge from the user/pilot. 

● Obstacle avoidance: In order to avoid objects, vegetation and structures when the UAV is              
BVLOS, beyond visual line of sight. 

● Minimum Range: 8 km (DJI, 2016). 
● Map out object coordinates: The UAV needs to have a system for detecting the location of                

faults e.g. detect kilometer signs, RTK GPS (NovAtel, 2012). 
● 3D capturing: The solution needs to capture point cloud data to visualize the vegetation in 3D                

to verify LOS in critical areas e.g. unguarded level crossings. 

Optional Functional Requirements 
● Autonomously detect vegetation within the safety zone: The solution should preferably contain            

a software that automatically analyses the recorded footage for vegetation within the safety             
zone rather than manual analysis in order to make the analysis more efficient. 

● Hovering : Possibility to hover for short periods to enable close inspections and paused data               
collection due to passage of trains. 

 

32 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation will directly             
increase the system complexity. Therefore it is important to consider the purpose of the automation               
and to what extent the UAV mission should perform the overall mission in order to ensure both time                  
and resource efficiency. 

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Mount the technology on passenger and cargo trains for continuous monitoring. 

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the planning of required maintenance, working conditions            
and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections and removing the need for               
track occupancy.  
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9. WATER ACCUMULATION DETECTION
 

SCENARIO 
Water accumulation can cause landslide and cavities in the ballast under the rail which cause               
reduction of the support beneath the railway tracks. Ensuring proper drainage is important to prevent               
water accumulations (Trafikverket, 2018b). Water accumulation can be caused by clogged drainage            
channels or sudden changes in the environment e.g. fast temperature changes, heavy rain or              
deforestation resulting in water accumulation by the tracks due to less water are absorbed by the                
vegetation. Water accumulations are today detected by manual inspections, as a part of the vegetation               
control by walking along the tracks to monitor drainage channels and changes in the environment . 

33

 
Problems 
Inefficiency: Manual inspection by walking several kilometers along the tracks is both time consuming              
and resource inefficient since at least two people need to be present .  

34

Flexibility: There is a need for fast and flexible monitoring of the environment in order to detect water                  
accumulation, since the problems can occur suddenly due to weather or environment changes . 35

“Sudden unexpected changes in the environment can cause big problems for           

the railway. Therefore, we constantly need to be by the tracks and monitor. E.g.              

deforestation can cause water to accumulate by the tracks.” 
- Infranord, Interview: 2018-04-17 

 

 
 
  

33 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
34 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
35 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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9. WATER ACCUMULATION DETECTION
 

USE CASE 
The use of a UAV in the scenario of detecting water accumulation would result in making the safety                  
inspection more time and resource efficient whilst enabling for more flexible monitoring. This by              
using a UAV mounted with sensors for visual capturing that detect liquid and differentiate wet from                
dry soil. The UAV travels along the rails, above the power lines, and document the current state of the                   
railway infrastructure.  
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual maintenance inspection: in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

36

Improved efficiency: a UAV can perform the inspection with a higher speed than walking along the                
tracks, which result in more effective planning of the required maintenance. 

Avoid track occupancy: by performing the inspection from a height above the power lines. 

Improved working conditions, by reducing the need for workers to be near the tracks. 

Flexibility: using a UAV platform independent of routes and tracks enables more flexibility when              
performing maintenance inspections. 

Reduce the risk of traffic disruption: by reducing the risk of accidents due to landslide/ reduction in                 
support structure. 

Mandatory Functional Requirements 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to capture visual footage that can be analysed to detect               

areas of water accumulation. 
● Detect liquid substance and wet soil: The sensor needs to enable detection of liquid              

substances or wet soil. 
● Fly above the power lines: In order to fully create value in terms of efficiency when travelling                 

longer distances, get an overview of the environment and to avoid track occupancy. 
● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                

tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimise the required of flight skills of the user. 

● Obstacle avoidance: In order to avoid objects, vegetation and structures when the UAV is              
BVLOS. 

● Minimum Range: 8 km (DJI, 2016). 
● Map out object coordinates: The UAV needs to have a system for detecting the location water                

accumulations. 
 
Optional Functional Requirements 

● Autonomously detect water accumulation: The solution should preferably contain a software           
for automatic analysis of the recorded footage for water accumulation near the railway tracks              
rather than manual analysis in order to make the it more efficient. 

● Hovering: Possibility to hover for short periods to enable close inspections and paused data              
collection due to passage of trains. 

 
Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (Fault detection)             

36 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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will directly increase the created value, but also the system complexity.  

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Mount the technology on passenger and cargo trains for continuous monitoring. 

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections.  
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10. SNOW & ICE ON SWITCHES
 

SCENARIO 
The Swedish winters put high demands on the functionality of the railway. The most common               
problem during winters that causes traffic delays and cancelled departures is when snow and ice cause                
switches not to work properly. If large pieces of ice or hard-packed snow fall from passing trains risk                  
getting stuck between the rail and the switchblade and thus preventing the switch to close tightly                
enough (Banverket, 2003).  

Approximately 50 % of all switches in Sweden are installed with integrated heaters in order to melt                 
the snow and ice (Trafikverket, 2018c). The temperature of the heaters adjusts according to the               
surrounding temperature, but sudden temperature changes can cause the heater to not melt the snow               
and ice fast enough to secure the movement of the switchblade. Also, the size and density of the fallen                   
pieces of hard-packed snow or ice from passing trains in to the switch are not always melt fast enough                   
by the heaters (Banverket, 2003). Problems with heaters are today detected only when the switch does                
not work properly and recent solutions are based on sensors that monitors the heaters condition and                
functionality in real time.  

Hard-packed snow and ice on switches are removed manually, even though trains are equipped with               
front-mounted plows and that Trafikverket and the maintenance entrepreneurs uses snow-removal           
vehicles (Trafikverket, 2018c).  

Problems 
Planning inefficiency: The need for ice and snow removal of switches are today based on estimations                
from earlier experiences of winter conditions and weather forecasts. There is a need of getting an                
overview of switches covered with snow in order to better prioritise and plan the maintenance due to                 
limited resources in terms of time and number of available workers . 

37

Insufficient condition-based monitoring: The heating sensors only detect faulty heaters, not when too             
much snow and ice lays on the switch that might freeze in between the rails and the switchblade. 

Worker safety: The maintenance workers by the tracks are exposed to high risks when walking close                
to the traffic in the challenging weather conditions.  

Traffic disruption:  A direct consequence of non-working switches is traffic disruption.  

 

“During the winter, there is a need of getting an overview of the switches that are                

covered with snow in order to plan the maintenance in a more efficient way” 
Infranord, Interview 2018-04- 

 

 

37 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
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10. SNOW & ICE ON SWITCHES 
USE CASE 
By using UAVs for monitoring the external conditions on and nearby switches during snowy winter               
conditions, the maintenance resources could be distributed much more efficiently to switches that             
actually need maintenance. In the end, improving the maintenance reduces the risk of traffic              
disruption due to weather affected switches. UAVs can quickly travel between switches, either by              
following the rails or “short cutting” in the air straight between specific switches. The mounted               
camera will provide visual live footage from the switches to the person in charge of the staff in order                   
to distribute the resources efficiently.  
 
Benefits 
Improved efficiency: by being provided with reliable data from the UAVs live video footage it               
becomes easier to get an overview of the situation in order to know where and how the maintenance                  
resources should be distributed. 

Reducing risks of traffic disruption: reducing the risk of switch fault caused by snow and ice. 

Reducing manual maintenance inspection: in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual             
maintenance inspection . 

38

Improved working safety: by reducing the need of people to manually inspect the condition of               
switches during harsh winter weather and the dangerous environment.  

Flexibility: UAVs are independent of ground-based infrastructure and thus enables more flexibility            
when performing maintenance inspections. 

Mandatory functional requirements 
● Hovering: the UAVs need to stay steadily at the same position above the switches in order to                 

give the operator enough time for analyzing the switch conditions. 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to capture live video footage to be analysed for estimating               

the amount of snow and ice on the switches and their need of maintenance.  
● Work in cold conditions and during snowfall. 
● Minimum range: 4 km 
● Fly above the power lines: travelling longer distances without occupying the tracks.  

 
Optional functional requirements 

● Autonomously locate switches: The solution should preferably be able to autonomously find            
switches to minimize the involvement of the UAV operator.  

● Long range: A long range UAV will have the possibility to monitor a critical are continuously                
and thus more efficient maintenance. 

 
Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (Follow rails, locate              
switches, detect ice) will directly increase the created value, but also the system complexity.  

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

38 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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Alternative solutions 
● Mount stationary cameras by switches. 

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the planning of required maintenance, working conditions            
and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections and reducing the risk for               
traffic disruption.  
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11. SLIPPERY RAIL PREVENTION
 

SCENARIO 
Slippery rails are caused by snow, ice and wet leaves that fall on the tracks and get crushed by wheels                    
of passing trains, often at lower temperatures (Trafikverket, 2017b). Slippery rails cause reduced             
contact grip between train wheels and the track and can cause problems with the connection between                
the train and an electrified track. The problem with slippery rails often occurs suddenly, usually               
between week 38-46 every year in Sweden .  

39

Prevention of slippery rails is done by placing friction paste, water based gel with sand and steel beads                  
on the rails and by removing vegetation that could cause leaves to fall on the tracks. The friction paste                   
is placed by using a vehicle or manually on locations where the problem is more common. It is done                   
from a couple of days a week to several times a day depending on traffic load and season                  
(Trafikverket, 2017b). Trafikverket has implemented quality fines in relation to the caused delays to              
motivate external parties in their contract to maintain good quality of their product/ systems.              
Trafikverket reported that maintenance contractors paid quality fines due to slippery rails during week              
37-46 of 616 025 SEK year 2016 and 353 900 SEK year 2017 (Trafikverket, 2018d). 

 
Problem description 
Inefficiency: Very large amounts of friction paste is needed to be placed on the rails by slopes, before                  
and after platforms and very frequently during periods of slippery rails. Manually distributing friction              
paste requires walking several kilometers along the tracks, which is both time consuming and resource               
inefficient since at least two people need to be present by the tracks . 

40

Track occupancy: Using vehicles for distributing the friction paste requires track occupancy. With the              
increase in traffic comes difficulties finding gaps for maintenance activities . Highly trafficked lines             

41

require more frequent distribution of friction paste but are more difficult to access. 

Traffic disruption:  A direct consequence of slippery rails.  

 

“Problems with slippery rails occur very suddenly, usually between w. 38-46           

every year. We put extreme volumes e.g. by all slopes, before and after every              

platform.” 
- Infranord, Interview: 2018-04-17 

 

  
 
  

39 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
40 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
41 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
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11. SLIPPERY RAIL PREVENTION 

USE CASE 
A UAV platform combined with a droid platform (rail compatible) has the potential of performing               
maintenance operations to prevent slippery rails. The droid platform is used for distributing friction              
paste with precision on critical areas of the track while the UAV platform is used for fast                 
transportation between distribution areas and for fast evacuation from the track if trains approach.  

Benefits 
Improved efficiency: a UAV can distribute friction paste with a higher speed than walking along the                
tracks and distributing manually, and reduce the required amount of people to only one operator. 

Improved mobility during track occupancy: using a UAV platform independent of ground-based            
infrastructure enables mobility when performing maintenance operations. 

Reduce the risk of traffic disruption: reducing the risk of traffic disturbances and accidents due to                
slippery rails. 

Improved working conditions: by reducing the need for workers to walk in the challenging and               
dangerous track environment. 

Mandatory Functional Requirements 
● Distribute friction paste on rails: The UAV needs a distribution mechanism to apply the              

friction paste. 
● Hovering: The UAV needs to be able to stop and hover in one position. 
● Dual vehicle: The UAV platform need to be combined with a droid platform with wheels for                

driving on the rails in order to achieve stability and precision when applying the friction paste                
on the rail head. 

● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                
tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimise the users/pilots required flight skills. 

● Fly above the power lines: In order to travel longer distances between specific locations and               
avoid unnecessary track occupancy. 

● Fly below power lines: In order to land and take off from the tracks before and after                 
distribution. 

● Obstacle avoidance: In order to avoid the infrastructure and objects when the UAV flies              
beneath the power lines. 

● Quick evacuation routine: The UAV need to be programmed with a fast evacuation routine              
that can be activated when trains are approaching. 

● Minimum Range: 4 km (DJI, 2016) 
 
Optional Functional Requirements 

● Cleaning rail head: The UAV should preferably have aa cleaning mechanism or that cleans              
the rail head before applying the friction paste in order to achieve better grip. 

● Autonomously detect slippery rails: The solution should preferably contain sensors and           
software for automatic detection of slippery rails in order to make the preventive action more               
precise and efficient. 

● Autonomously distribute friction paste: The solution should preferably have an automatic           
distribution system. 

● Autonomously detect incoming trains and evacuate: The solution should have sensors and a             
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software for automatic detection of incoming trains and autonomously evacuate the tracks. 
 
Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (Detect slippery             
areas, detect incoming trains) will directly increase the created value but also the system complexity.  

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Sensors and stationary pumps installed by the track at critical areas that distribute friction              

paste at critical areas. 
● Droid platform only. 

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the working conditions and safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for distributing the friction paste and removing the               
need for track occupancy. 
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12. ACCIDENT MONITORING
 

SCENARIO 
All traffic is stopped and high voltage power lines are disconnected on the affected line when                
accidents occur on the railway (Trafikverket, 2017c). An accident site responsible is always appointed,              
e.g. Infranord, is in charge of ensuring: 

● Emergency personnel are not injured. 
● Track and wayside equipment are not damaged .  

42

● Hit animals need to be located in order to minimize their suffering and avoid other predators                
are not attracted to the area .  

43

● The railway infrastructure and surrounding environment are clean and safe to allow traffic. 

Monitoring and searching during accidents is mostly performed manually, but sometimes Trafikverket            
can use helicopters to get an overview of the site . Transportstyrelsen reported that costs for traffic                

44

delays due to railway accidents during 2016 was estimated to 15 182 926 SEK. (Transportstyrelsen,               
2017b) 
 
Problems 
Inefficiency: Manual search and monitoring by walking along the tracks is time consuming .  

45

Difficult to get overview: Accidents scenes often cover large areas, often up to 500 meters . Getting                
46

an overview of an accident site is therefore difficult when supervising from ground. 

Cost: Traffic delays are very costly and the use of helicopters is very expensive, thus barely used. 

Safety risks: The area near the railway is a dangerous environment and poses risks to all involved                 
actors at the site. The risks are to e.g. get hit by train, get stuck, get cuts or injuries . 

47

 

“Locating hit animals after accidents. They need to be taken care of quickly to              

minimize the animals suffering. Sometimes it can take several hours until we            

locate them.” 
- Inspector,  Survey: Working in a railway environment 

 
 

 
 
  

42 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
43 Inspector, Infranord. Working in a railway environment. Online Survey 2018. 
44 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
45 Manager representative ITC Services, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-02-23, Stockholm. 
46 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
47 Construction Manager, Strukton Rail. Working in a railway environment. Online Survey 2018. 
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12. ACCIDENT MONITORING
 

USE CASE 
A UAV with sensors for visual capturing has the potential of detecting objects, inspect the current                
state of the infrastructure and monitor the accident site continuously. By reducing the time for rescue                
and reactive maintenance when accidents occur result in reduction of traffic delays and costs due to                
traffic delays. 
 
Benefits 
Reducing manual inspection, in line with Trafikverkets goal to remove the manual maintenance             
inspection . 

48

Improved efficiency, a UAV can scan the accident areas at a higher speed than walking which in                 
return shortens the time for the traffic delay and thus reduces the costs for delays. 

Improved working conditions , by reducing the need for workers to walk long distances in the               
challenging track environment. 

Improved safety: Using a UAV for monitoring at height will provide an overview of the accident site                 
which is not possible from standing on the ground and thus improve the safety by having an overview                  
of the entire scene. 

Minimize risks of attracting predators, locating hit animals faster reduces the risk of attracting other               
predators e.g. eagles to the accident site which could cause new accidents. 

Reduce suffering of hit animals , by locating the animals faster. 

Flexibility, using a UAV platform independent of ground-based infrastructure enables more flexibility            
when searching and monitoring accident sites. 

 
Mandatory Functional Requirements 

● Hovering: The UAV needs to be able to stop and hover in one position. 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to send live video footage to the operator/pilot. 
● Object detection: The UAV need to enable detection of hit, injured and/or traces of animals               

and people using  
● Fly above the power lines: In order to gain an overview of an accident site. 
● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                

tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimize the users/pilots required flight skills. 

● Minimum Endurance: 3h for stationary monitoring of the accident site. 
● Minimum Range: 2 km (based on that common length of accident sites is 500 meter) . 

49

● Dual Power supply: The UAV platform need to be compatible with both an integrated power               
supply and enable for connection to an external power supply e.g. base station, power lines               
etc. to enable long endurance in a stationary position. 

● Data protection: The data in the accident investigations are protected by Swedish law,             
individuals and vehicles cannot be identified, (24 kap. 8§ offentlighets- och sekretesslagen            
and 7 § offentlighets- och sekretessförordningen) (Trafikverket, 2017c). People should          
therefore only be detected/ located, not identified. 

 
  

48 Sven Ödeen, Manager of Railway Maintenance, Trafikverket. Interview 2018-04-19, Stockholm. 
49 Test Engineer ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Interview 2018-03-02, Stockholm. 
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Optional Functional Requirements 
● Autonomously detect objects: The solution should preferably contain software for automatic           

detection of hit, injured and/or traces of hit animals and people in order to make the search                 
more time efficient. 

 
Challenges 
Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 
 
Alternative solutions 

● Place high fences around infrastructure to prevent accidents 
● Place thermal cameras on passenger and cargo trains for automatic detection of people in the               

track area 
● Use helicopters for monitoring.  

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Enabling a better overview and improving working conditions and             
safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for performing inspections and reducing the required              
time for traffic disruption.  
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13. PROJECT MONITORING
 

SCENARIO 
The characteristics of railway related projects differs a lot in terms of e.g. extent and complexity. For                 
instance, a project when replacing old rails cover long distances while replacing a switch is more                
stationary. Regardless of project type, many projects needs to be monitored in order to get an                
overview of the area. The need for monitoring projects could be divided in two categories, efficiency                
and safety-related.  

Due to the limited time dedicated for working in the tracks there is a need of good planning .                  
50

Monitoring projects with tight time schedules could help keeping track of the project progression in               
order to ensure that the timeline is followed and the work is done efficiently. Improved time efficiency                 
will in return result in better time management and reduce construction delays that in return cause                
costly traffic delays (penalty fines, at least 15 000 SEK/ train for every started 10 minutes, without                 
any limit) . 

51

At large projects, e.g. when building and installing new tracks, multiple actors are working              
simultaneously at a limited area . There is a need of monitoring those types of projects in order to                  

52

avoid accidents. Tools and equipment, even small hand-held tools, used during projects could cause              
accidents if they are left on the track. Collecting equipment are sometimes a challenging and               
time-consuming task during night or at large project areas. Today, projects are monitored manually by               
people at the site.  

 
Problems 
Inefficiency: The lack of effective project monitoring methods could lead to delays in the project               
progress. Manual monitoring done today is time consuming. 

Difficult to get an overview: Railway construction projects are difficult to overview from ground.  

Safety risks: Limited monitoring possibilities lead to safety risks for the workers involved, especially              
during larger projects.  
 
 

“Safety risks increases when many actors work simultaneously when         

building & installing new tracks. ” 
- Bombardier Transportation, Group Interview: 2018-03-01 

 

 
 
  

50 Signalling Engineer, Sibek. Working in a railway environment. Online Survey 2018. 
51 Torbjörn Annell, Site Manager & Kent Jonsson, Retired Foreman, Infranord. Site visit & Interview 2018-04-17, Jönköping. 
52 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
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13. PROJECT MONITORING
 

USE CASE 
A UAV with the possibility of visual capturing has the possibility to provide the managers an                
overview of the construction site from above, enabling efficient monitoring of project progress and              
safety monitoring of workers at the site.  
 
Benefits 
Better control of construction progress: the project overview from above simplifies the planning of              
railway projects in order to keep the often-tight time schedules.  

Improved efficiency: by reducing the need of time consuming manual activities, e.g. quickly detect              
obstacles/left equipment on the tracks.  

Improved working safety: Reducing the risk of accidents caused by left equipment or lack of               
monitoring of the human resources at construction sites. 

Mandatory functional requirements 
● Hovering: The UAV solution need to stay positioned steadily at the same position. 
● Visual capturing: The UAV solution need to provide live footage with high resolution. 
● Endurance: The UAV solution need to be able to fly for at least 8 hours (an average work day                   

in Sweden) in order to continuously monitor the project progress.  
● Minimum range: 2 km 
● Fly above power lines: In order to generate an overview of the project area from a bird’s eye                  

perspective.  
 
Optional functional requirements 

● Dual Power supply: The UAV/UAS platform should preferably be compatible with both an             
integrated power supply and enable for connection to an external power supply e.g. base              
station, power lines etc to enable long endurance in a stationary position. 

● Autonomous detection of objects: The solution should preferably have a software that            
autonomously analyses the captured data to detect objects (people and equipment).  

● Autonomous monitoring of project progression: The solution should preferably have a           
software that autonomously analyses the project progression.  

● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV should preferably be able to either              
follow the tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order               
to minimize the level of required knowledge from the user/pilot.  

 
Challenges 
Endurance vs mobility: Optimising the endurance of the UAV compromises with its size and weight               
due to the increased battery size. A tethered solution has an almost unlimited endurance but are less                 
mobile than regular UAVs. 

Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

 
Alternative solutions 

● Stationary surveillance camera at the construction site. 
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● Helicopter that monitors the project. 
 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Enabling for project monitoring, improving working conditions and            
safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for detecting forgotten tools, reducing the risk for               
project delays.  
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14. MAPPING & SURVEYING
 

SCENARIO 
Mapping and surveying of the railway infrastructure is necessary to ensure safe travel on the               
infrastructure. It is performed both during the phase of projection for new construction/ reinvestments              
and as a part of the periodic measuring, FOMUL-measuring (Fast Objekt Mellan            
Undersökningssektionens och Lastprofilens begränsningslinjer ) (Trafikverket, 2012a). The need for         
mapping and surveying of the railway infrastructure during projection of new construction is             
important in order to ensure efficiency. This, since construction based on outdated/ incorrect data can               
be very costly. The surrounding vegetation/environment and existing infrastructure need to be            
documented in terms of object positioning, elevation, gradient etc. The documentation is today             
performed using test-locomotives with sensors. If test-locomotives are not available then manual            
documentation is performed by car . 

53

The purpose of FOMUL-measuring is to ensure that no fixed objects interfere with the allowed load                
profile of the trains and to analyse possibilities for allowing special transport i.e. vehicles that               
differentiates or exceed the normal load profile. The measuring is today performed with measuring              
vehicles using laser-based measuring (Statens Offentliga Utredningar, 2015), where Trafikverket          
procures nationwide contracts (Trafikverket, 2015c). 

Tests have been conducted by Trafikverket together with Vectura to perform mapping and surveying              
of railway infrastructure with helicopters using laser scanning and stereo photography in order to              
avoid track occupancy (Trafikverket, 2014). 

Problems 
Track occupancy: Using measuring vehicles and test-locomotives requires track occupancy 

Inefficiency: When the test vehicles are not available, manual documentation of the infrastructure is              
performed manually by car, which is is very time consuming . 

54

Cost: Using test-locomotives or helicopters is very expensive, thus barely used . 
55

Incorrect or missed information: Not all areas are reachable by car and are therefore never               
documented or inspected when test-locomotives are not available. The use of old and outdated              
documentation of the infrastructure could result in incorrect or faulty construction . 

56

 

“Some areas of the railway that are hard/impossible to reach by car are never              

inspected and documented.” 
- Bombardier Transportation,  Group Interview: 2018-03-01 

 
 

 

53 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
54 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
55 ITC On Board, Bombardier Transportation. Interaction 2018-02-06, Stockholm. 
56 ITC Wayside, Bombardier Transportation. Group interview 2018-03-01, Stockholm. 
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14. MAPPING & SURVEYING 
USE CASE 
A UAV with sensors for visual and 3D capturing that travel along the track and above the power lines                   
in order to document the railway infrastructure, fixed object along the tracks and the surrounding               
environment in terms of gradient and elevation. 
 
Benefits 
Avoid track occupancy: by performing the documentation from a height above the power lines. 

Flexibility: using a UAV platform independent of routes and tracks enables more flexibility when              
documenting the infrastructure. 

More accurate project planning data: by enabling documentation when it is not possible to access the                
infrastructure with test-locomotives and measuring vehicles.  

Improved efficiency: a UAV can perform the documentation with a faster than manual documentation. 

Reducing cost: UAV platforms are less costly than renting test vehicles and helicopters. 

Improved working conditions : by removing the need for technicians to be by the tracks when working                
in unsafe environments abroad. 

Minimize amount of people involved: by removing the need for both train drivers and technicians. 

Mandatory Functional Requirements 
● 3D-capturing: The UAV needs to capture data to create 3D point cloud of the infrastructure               

that can be used for measuring and analysis e.g. Lidar, laser. 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to capture video footage and images that can be analysed               

for documentation of the infrastructure. 
● Fly above the power lines: In order to travel without track occupancy. 
● Travel along the railway track autonomously: The UAV needs to be able to either follow the                

tracks autonomously or be programmed according to a desired flight route in order to              
minimise the level of required knowledge from the user/pilot. 

● Obstacle avoidance: In order to avoid objects, vegetation and structures when the UAV is              
BVLOS, beyond visual line of sight. 

● Minimum Range: 8 km (DJI, 2016) 
● Map out coordinates: The UAV needs to have a system for documenting the location of               

objects e.g. detect kilometer signs, RTK GPS (NovAtel, 2012), and follow Trafikverkets            
guidelines (Trafikverket, 2012a). 

 
Optional Functional Requirements 

● Autonomously analyse and document the infrastructure: The solution should preferably          
contain a software for automatically analysing the recorded footage and create documentation            
of the state of the infrastructure rather than manual analysis in order to make the analysis                
more efficient. 

 
Challenges 
Degree of automation vs. System complexity: Increasing the degree of automation (Location accuracy,             
object identification) will directly increase the created value but also the system complexity.  

Sensor data quality vs cost: The quality of the data acquired by the sensor is generally in direct                  
relation to the cost of the sensor.  
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Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorized flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Helicopter equipped with Lidar sensors, today used for landscape and city surveying.  
● Rail+Road vehicle, using vehicle that can travel on roads and railroads. 

 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the quality of project planning, working conditions and             
safety. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for documenting the infrastructure, reducing costs for              
renting test-vehicles and removing the need for track occupancy. 
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15. NAVIGATION
 

SCENARIO 
When railway workers need to access specific objects along the railway, e.g. signalling cabinets, they               
need to know the exact position of the objects in order to get there as convenient and efficiently as                   
possible. The lack of relevant and accurate object position data makes it difficult for technicians to                
find the objects and plan how to get there.  

The positions of objects along the railway are based on a length measurement system in kilometers.                
The reference system is represented by signs along the track indicating their relative position in               
kilometers towards the zero (Sthlm C) (Trafikverket, 2012b). When planning a route for getting to a                
specific object, difficulties occur since the object position in the kilometer system are not translated to                
GPS-coordinates. An estimation of its position is made manually by translating the kilometer-based             
position to coordinates in satellite images. Minor faults in the estimated coordinates could result in               
time consuming detours when trying to get there due to e.g. lack of roads or environment impossible                 
to walk in.  

Problem description 
Time inefficiency: Difficulties in locating objects along the railway could be time consuming since it               
often requires manual search at the sites.  

Working conditions: Manual search for objects might require unnecessary amount of time spent             
walking in the challenging track environment or by the track area, e.g. surrounding forests. 

 

“A common problem is navigating by the tracks and finding objects ” 
- Signaling Technician,  Survey: Working in a railway environment 
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15. NAVIGATION
 

USE CASE 
By using a UAV when arriving at the area nearby the actual railway object it could be located more                   
quickly and thus reducing the time spent walking in the challenging track environment. The UAV               
simplifies the locating process by providing the technicians an overview of the area by sensors for                
visual capturing.  
 
Benefits 
Improved working conditions: by reducing the need for workers to walk long distances along the               
tracks which is both a challenging and dangerous environment.  

Improved efficiency: by reducing the time spent on finding objects.  

Mandatory functional requirement 
● Visual capturing: The UAV needs to send live video footage to the operator/pilot. 
● Map out coordinates: The UAV needs to specify the GPS-coordinates of found objects in              

order to accurately navigate based on satellite images.  
● Minimum range: 4 km. 
● Object avoidance: The UAV needs to have sensors and a software that enable object              

avoidance in order to avoid obstacles in the surrounding environment such as trees and power               
lines. 

● Hovering: The UAV needs to hover for shorter periods in order to provide an overview of the                 
railway environment. 

 
Optional functional requirements 

● Detect objects autonomously: The solution should preferably have a software that           
autonomously analyzes the captured data to detect objects. 

 
Challenges 
Range: The range of the UAV is dependent on several different factors that need to be taken in to                   
consideration; endurance (battery time and weight) and regulations e.g. maximum authorised flight            
distance (VLOS, BVLOS) (Transportstyrelsen, 2017a) and maximum transmission distance         
certifications (CE, FCC). 

Alternative solutions 
● Digital navigation app with accurate GPS coordinates for all objects of the railway             

infrastructure 
 
Customer value 
Satisfaction of customer needs: Improving the working conditions. 

Use of customer resources: Reducing the time for locating objects and reducing the risk for detours. 
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Appendix G: Novelty maps 

1. Other industries
 

  

1 



2. Railway Industry
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Appendix H: Functional requirements matrix 
Some of the functional requirements presented in the matrix were condensed from their full definition               
stated as the mandatory functional requirement in order to simplify the analysis of all 15 use case                 
scenarios. The functional requirements was divided into two groups, the first represents the             
requirements related to the UAV platform (blue) and the second group is based on requirements               
related to the to the payloads (green).  Following are clarifications of the condensed requirements.  
 

● Hovering - the solution needs to be able to alternate between flight and hovering, where the                
UAV need to hover for shorter periods (minimum 30 minutes). This includes the possibility              
of VTOL. 

● Stationary flight - the solution needs to be able to hover in the same position for minimum 3                  
hours.  

● Range (level 1) - the solution needs a minimum flight range of approximately 2 kilometers.  
● Range (level 2) - the solution needs a minimum flight range of approximately 4 kilometers.  
● Range (level 3) - the solution needs a minimum flight range of approximately 8 kilometers.  
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